Descendants of GUILUAME MALLET

Generation No. 1

1. GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1} MALLET was born 1513 in ST MALO, FRANCE, and died Abt. 1579 in ST MALO, FRANCE. He married EUCHINE (EUSTACHINE) BOURDEL. She died December 11, 1591 in ST MALO, FRANCE.

Child of GUILUAME MALLET and EUCHINE BOURDEL is:
+ 2 i. OLIVER\textsuperscript{2} MALLET, born April 14, 1568 in ST MALO, FRANCE; died 1608 in ST MALO, FRANCE.

Generation No. 2

2. OLIVER\textsuperscript{2} MALLET (GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born April 14, 1568 in ST MALO, FRANCE, and died 1608 in ST MALO, FRANCE. He married MICHELLE NICOLE JOURDAN.

Child of OLIVER MALLET and MICHELLE JOURDAN is:
+ 3 i. JEAN\textsuperscript{3} MALLET, born 1590 in ST MALO, FRANCE.

Generation No. 3

3. JEAN\textsuperscript{3} MALLET (OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1590 in ST MALO, FRANCE. He married GUILLEMETTE RUellan.

Children of JEAN MALLET and GUILLEMETTE RUellan are:
+ 4 i. RENE\textsuperscript{4} MALLET, born February 24, 1667/68 in MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ; died October 1716 in MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ.
+ 5 ii. PIERRE MALLET, born July 01, 1629 in ST. COULON PARISH, DOL DIOCESE, BRITTANY.

Generation No. 4

4. RENE\textsuperscript{4} MALLET (JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 24, 1667/68 in MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ, and died October 1716 in MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ. He married MARIE LECUYER.

Child of RENE MALLET and MARIE LECUYER is:
+ 6 i. JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5} MALLET, born May 17, 1691 in ILE DE MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ.

5. PIERRE\textsuperscript{4} MALLET (JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 01, 1629 in ST. COULON PARISH, DOL DIOCESE, BRITTANY. He married MARIE ANNE HARDY October 23, 1662 in MONTREAL, CANADA, daughter of RENE HARDY and RENEE MOGET. She was born 1634 in HOLY TRINITY PARISH, AUGERS DIOCESE, ANJOU, MONTREAL.

Child of PIERRE MALLET and MARIE HARDY is:
+ 7 i. PIERRE\textsuperscript{5} MALLET, born April 17, 1670 in MONTREAL, CANADA.
6. JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5 MALLET (RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born May 17, 1691 in ILE DE MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ. He married MARIE BARBE MILOT.

Child of JEAN MALLET and MARIE MILOT is:
+ 8 i. JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6 MALLET, born December 22, 1716 in MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ.

7. PIERRE5 MALLET (PIERRE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born April 17, 1670 in MONTREAL, CANADA. He married MADELEINE THUNES dit DUFRESNE, daughter of FELIX DUFRESNE and ELIZABETH LEFEBVRE. She was born 1676 in MONTREAL, CANADA.

Child of PIERRE MALLET and MADELEINE DUFRESNE is:
+ 9 i. ANTOINE6 MALLET, born August 16, 1706; died Abt. 1750 in VINCENNES, INDIANA.

Generation No. 6

8. JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6 MALLET (JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born December 22, 1716 in MONTREAL, MONTREAL, PQ. He married MARIE JOSEPH PRIMOT April 22, 1748 in CHATEAUGUAY, CHATEAUGUAY, PQ. EDMUND WEST, COMP. (FAMILY DATA COLLECTION-INDIVIDUAL RECORDS) PROVO, UTAH.

Child of JEAN MALLET and MARIE PRIMOT is:
+ 10 i. JOSEPH7 MALLET, born November 18, 1736 in ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST; died May 1805 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA.

9. ANTOINE6 MALLET (PIERRE5, PIERRE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born August 16, 1706, and died Abt. 1750 in VINCENNES, INDIANA. He married THERESE MAYOTTE August 11, 1730 in DETROIT, MICHIGAN. She was born March 03, 1706/07 in VINCENNES, INDIANA.

Children of ANTOINE MALLET and THERESE MAYOTTE are:
+ 11 i. ANTOINE II7 MALLET.
+ 12 ii. FRANCOIS MALLET.
+ 13 iii. LOUIS MALLET.

Generation No. 7

10. JOSEPH7 MALLET (JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born November 18, 1736 in ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST, and died May 1805 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA. He married MARIE ANNE LEJEANEAU dit DELATTE.

Children of JOSEPH MALLET and MARIE DELATTE are:
+ 14 i. JOSEPH JR.8 MALLET, born March 25, 1770 in BATON ROUGE,LA. bt. april 08,1770 PCP-2 part 2,92a..
+ 15 ii. JUAN BAPTISTE(III) MALLET, born July 30, 1772 in BATON ROUGE,LA bt. AUGUST 13,1772 PCP-2 PART 2,130 also PCP-4,9.
+ 16 iii. HYPOLITE MALLET, born 1776 in POINTE COUPEE PARISH,LOUISIANA bt. FEBRUARY 03,1776 PCP-2, PCP-2, 1776a also PCP-4, 121; died February 1824 in ST LANDRY PARISH,LOUISIANA.
11. ANTOINE II Mallet (ANTOINE VI, PIERRE V, PIERRE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) He married CATHERINE BORDELEAU December 23, 1759 in VINCENNES, INDIANA, daughter of ANTOINE BORDELEAU and CATHERINE CARON. She was born in VINCENNES, INDIANA.

Child of ANTOINE Mallet and CATHERINE BORDELEAU is:
+ 17 i. ANTOINE III Mallet, born November 05, 1779 in VINCENNES, INDIANA; died Bef. 1840 in ST. MARTINVILLE, LOUISIANA.

Generation No. 8

14. JOSEPH JR. Mallet (JOSEPH VII, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil) VI, JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born March 25, 1770 in BATON ROUGE, LA. bt. April 08, 1770 PCP-2 part 2,92a.. He married NANCY ROBERTSON.

Child of JOSEPH Mallet and NANCY ROBERTSON is:
18 i. ANNE ANGELIQUE Mallet, born June 1806.

15. JUAN BAPTISTE (III) Mallet (JOSEPH VII, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil) VI, JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born July 30, 1772 in BATON ROUGE, LA bt. August 13, 1772 PCP-2 PART 2,130 also PCP-4, 9. He married MARIE MAGDALINE ARNOTTE July 04, 1800 in BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA SJO-3, 29 & 30.

Child of JUAN Mallet and MARIE ARNOTTE is:
+ 19 i. JEAN BAPTISTE IV Mallet, born 1809.

16. HYPOLITE Mallet (JOSEPH VII, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil) VI, JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born 1776 in POINTE COUPEE PARISH, LOUISIANA bt. February 03, 1776 PCP-2, PCP-2, 177a also PCP-4, 121, and died February 1824 in ST LANDRY PARISH, LOUISIANA. He married (1) THEOTHISTA MARCELLE (DAUPHINI) May 09, 1796 in BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA PCP-19, 62, daughter of JUAN MARCELLE and CHARLOTTE OUBRE. He married (2) CELESTE FABRE January 29, 1804 in BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA SJO-3, 43, daughter of HONORE FABRE and GENEVIEVE PERNET. She was born in POINTE COUPEE PARISH, LOUISIANA.

Children of HYPOLITE Mallet and THEOTHISTA (DAUPHINI) are:
+ 20 i. HYPOLITE II Mallet, born April 03, 1797 in BATON ROUGE, LA bt. September 17, 1797 SJO-1, 79; died Aft. 1865 in ST LANDRY PARISH, LOUISIANA.
+ 21 ii. JOSEPHINA Mallet, born 1799 in BATON ROUGE, LA bt. 5 April 1801 @ 6 MONTHS SJO-1, 131; died February 24, 1804 in BATON ROUGE, LA bur. @ age 5 yrs. SJO-4, 32.

Children of HYPOLITE Mallet and CELESTE FABRE are:
+ 24 ii. PAULINE Mallet, born October 1807 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA OPEL. CH. V.2 P23.
+ 25 iii. JUAN BAPTISTA Mallet, born July 28, 1809.
+ 26 iv. MARIE URANIE Mallet, born September 17, 1817; died January 22, 1828.
17. ANTOINE III MccLETT (ANTOINE II, ANTOINE I, PIERRE V, PIERRE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born November 05, 1779 in VINCENNES, INDIANA, and died Bef. 1840 in ST. MARTINVILLE, LOUISIANA. He married HENRIETTE REINE BENOIT, daughter of DANIEL BENOIT and HENRIETTE LEGENDRE. She was born June 12, 1778 in ST. MARTIN de CHANTERAY, NANTES, and died December 27, 1843 in ST MARTINVILLE, LOUISIANA.

Child of ANTOINE Mallet and HENRIETTE BENOIT is:
28 i. ANTOINE IV Mallet. He married FELICE PUPONNE HEBERT September 07, 1829 in ST MARTINVILLE, LOUISIANA; born January 05, 1810.

Generation No. 9

19. JEAN BAPTISTE IV MccLETT (JUAN BAPTISTE (III), JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere), RENE I, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born 1809. He married MARIE POLLY HARRINGTON September 13, 1831.

Children of JEAN Mallet and MARIE HARRINGTON are:
+ 29 i. JEAN BAPTISTE V Mallet, born Abt. 1832.
+ 30 ii. AURELIEN Mallet, born Abt. 1833.
+ 31 iii. ADELE Mallet, born Abt. 1835.
+ 32 iv. EMILE Mallet, born Abt. 1838.
+ 33 v. AURELIA Mallet, born Abt. 1839.
+ 34 vi. CLEONIDE Mallet, born Abt. 1840.
+ 35 vii. CELESTINE Mallet, born Abt. 1841.
+ 36 viii. LEONARD Mallet, born Abt. 1846.

20. HYPOLITE II MccLETT (HYPOLITE I, JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere), RENE I, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born April 03, 1797 in BATON ROUGE, LA bt. SEPTEMBER 17, 1797 SJO-1,79, and died Aft. 1865 in ST LANDRY PARISH, LOUISIANA. He met (1) LOUISA Mallet. She was born Abt. 1820. He married (2) MARIE EUGENIE LANDRY RIVETTE August 13, 1838 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA OPEL. CH. VOL. P. 152; 20, daughter of JOSEPH RIVETTE and HENRIETTE LANDRY. She was born Abt. 1817, and died January 01, 1883 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA.

Children of HYPOLITE Mallet and LOUISA Mallet are:
+ 37 i. ALFRED V Mallet, born 1836.
+ 38 ii. ALEX Mallet, born 1839. He married ANY Mallet; born Abt. 1831.
+ 39 iii. LOUISE Mallet, born Abt. 1840. She married ADAM March 04, 1867 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA OPELOUSAS CH. V. 2 P. 359.
+ 40 iv. ABRAM Mallet, born February 1845 in LOUISIANA; died in LOUISIANA.
+ 41 v. FRANCOIS Mallet, born Abt. 1846.
+ 42 vi. CILLY (SALLY) Mallet, born 1846. She married MOSE Mallet.
+ 43 vii. MARGARET Mallet, born 1851.
+ 44 viii. RICHARD Mallet, born 1855.
+ 45 ix. KATE Mallet, born 1858.

Children of HYPOLITE Mallet and MARIE RIVETTE are:
+ 46 i. HYPOLITE III Mallet, born December 04, 1839 in ST LANDRY PARISH, LOUISIANA; died September 30, 1855 in ST LANDRY PARISH, LOUISIANA.
+ 47 ii. ANDRE Mallet, born Abt. 1841.
+ 48 iii. HEMER Mallet, born January 23, 1844.
+ 49 iv. EMERENT Mallet, born January 26, 1847 in ST LANDRY PARISH, LOUISIANA; died
October 08, 1855 in ST LANDRY PARISH, LOUISIANA.

50  v. MARIE JOSEPHINE MALLET, born January 13, 1849. She married (1) JEAN LOUIS ALBERT. She married (2) JEAN LOUIS ALBERT August 19, 1871 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA.

+ 51 vi. MATHILDE MALLET, born Abt. 1854.

22. MARCELLA9 MALLET (HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born February 12, 1803 in EAST BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA bt. MAY 31,1803 SJO-1, 210. He married CAROLINE MARY ANN HARRINGTON May 24, 1830 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA LAF. CT. HSE MAR.#59.

Children of MARCELLA MALLET and CAROLINE HARRINGTON are:

52  i. CAROLINE10 MALLET. She married ANDRE GUIDROZ June 02, 1859 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA CT. HSE. #1887.

53  ii. MARIE ANATALIE MALLET, born April 24, 1831. She married SYLVESTRE BERC1 LANDRY May 08, 1854 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA LAF. CTE. #456.

54  iii. URANIE MALLET, born March 10, 1835.

55  iv. MARCELLIN II MALLET, born February 1837.

56  v. MARIE APPOLINAIRE MALLET, born March 17, 1841.

+ 57 vi. ANDEOLE MALLET, born April 1843.

+ 58 vii. TELEPHORE MALLET, born June 10, 1846; died October 12, 1889 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA.

23. HONORE9 MALLET (HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born November 30, 1806 in BATON ROUGE, LA bt. JUNE 15, 1807, and died July 1849. He married FANNY HARRINGTON April 15, 1828. She was born 1809.

Children of HONORE MALLET and FANNY HARRINGTON are:

59  i. JOSEPHINE10 MALLET, born January 1830.

+ 60 ii. HYPOLITE(HONORE) MALLET, born February 1832.

+ 61 iii. DOLZE MALLET, born June 1837 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana; died Bef. 1870.

+ 62 iv. SOSTHENE MALLET, born July 29, 1839.

63  v. ALEXANDER MALLET, born September 02, 1843.

24. PAULINE9 MALLET (HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born October 1807 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA OPEL. CH. V.2 P23. She married JEAN (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX August 18, 1829 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA LAF. CH V1 P94. He died September 26, 1843.

Children of PAULINE MALLET and JEAN BREAUX are:

+ 64 i. MARCEL10 BOUDREAUX, born December 1832.

+ 65 ii. DUPREVILLE (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX, born 1833.

+ 66 iii. MARGURITE EDITA (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX, born 1836.

67  iv. NORBERT BOUDREAUX, born October 07, 1840.

+ 68 v. PAUL BOUDREAUX, born January 19, 1843.

+ 69 vi. AMELIE (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX, born 1838.

Generation No. 10

29. JEAN BAPTISTE V10 MALLET (JEAN BAPTISTE IV9, JUAN BAPTISTE(III)8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born Abt. 1832. He married CARMIZILE MIRE May 14, 1855, daughter of JOSEPH MIRE and AMELIA GUILBEAU.
Child of JEAN MALLET and CARMIZILE MIRE is:
+ 70  i.  JEAN BAPTISTE VI10 MALLET, born February 10, 1856 in ST MARTINVILLE ,LOUISIANA SM CH. V.10 # 201.

30. AURELIEN10 MALLET (JEAN BAPTISTE IV9, JUAN BAPTISTE(III)8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born Abt. 1833. He married URSULE SONNIER.

Children of AURELIEN MALLET and URSULE SONNIER are:
71  i.  SEVERIN11 MALLET, born November 16, 1859.
72  ii.  CELESTE MALLET, born December 16, 1860.
73  iii.  AURELIA MALLET, born April 27, 1862.
74  iv.  MARCEL ADAM MALLET, born March 07, 1866.
75  v.  EVE ELMIRA MALLET, born November 01, 1868.
76  vi.  PIERRE VILLIERE MALLET, born November 18, 1870.
77  vii.  MARIE EVA MALLET, born July 13, 1874.
78  viii.  ELOARD(EDOUARD) MALLET, born March 22, 1877.
79  ix.  TELESMAR MALLET, born March 03, 1884.

31. ADELE10 MALLET (JEAN BAPTISTE IV9, JUAN BAPTISTE(III)8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born Abt. 1835. She married DUPREVILLE (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX February 12, 1855 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA  LAF. CH V4 P111, son of JEAN BREAUX and PAULINE MALLET. He was born 1833.

Children of ADELE MALLET and DUPREVILLE BREAUX are:
80  i.  LEONTINE11 BREAUX, born May 13, 1864.
81  ii.  EMMA BREAUX, born February 04, 1858.
82  iii.  LEONARD BREAUX, born November 13, 1860.
83  iv.  ALCEE BREAUX, born February 23, 1867.

37. ALFRED10 MALLET (HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born 1836. He married MARIE BRIGETTE JANVIER September 04, 1870 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA  AR. CH. V2 P. 24, daughter of Amelia Tom. She was born 1842.

Children of ALFRED MALLET and MARIE JANVIER are:
+ 84  i.  LOUISE11 MALLET, born 1861.
85  ii.  JANVIER MALLET, born Abt. 1865 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA; died August 01, 1868 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA.
86  iii.  EDMUND CARYS MALLET, born 1871.
87  iv.  MARCELITE CARYS MALLET, born 1873.
88  v.  LUCY CARYS MALLET, born 1875.

40. ABRAM10 MALLET (HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born February 1845 in LOUISIANA, and died in LOUISIANA. He met (1) MARY LEVY. He married (2) YANCY MALLET. He married (3) SEDONIE (SEDONIA) AUZENNE November 24, 1866 in PORT BARRE,LOUISIANA, daughter of ALEXANDRE AUZENNE and ARSENE ALCINDOR. She was born April 1842 in LOUISIANA, and died October 21, 1923 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA.

Child of ABRAM MALLET and MARY LEVY is:
+ 89  i.  EDMOND11 MALLET, born 1863; died 1927.
Child of ABRAM MALLET and YANCY MALLET is:
+ 90  i.  SIMON11 MALLET, born 1874; died June 01, 1930 in LEONVILLE, LOUISIANA.

Children of ABRAM MALLET and SEDONIE AUZENNE are:
+ 91  i.  MEDERIC11 MALLET, born 1868.
+ 92  ii.  THIMO THEE MALLET, born January 24, 1870 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA; died Abt. 1890.
+ 93  iii.  CECILIA MALLET, born 1872.
+ 94  iv.  ARMAND (HERMONGAR) MALLET, born 1875; died June 07, 1963 in LEONVILLE, LOUISIANA.
+ 95  v.  ROSA MALLET, born 1878.
+ 96  vi.  HATOR (NECTOR) MALLET, born April 01, 1886 in LEONVILLE, LOUISIANA; died April 11, 1887 in LEONVILLE, LOUISIANA.

47. ANDRE10 MALLET (HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born Abt. 1841. He married DESIDERIA LANCLOS May 25, 1863.

Children of ANDRE MALLET and DESIDERIA LANCLOS are:
+ 97  i.  ANDRE HYPOLITE11 MALLET, born August 10, 1864; died June 03, 1919.
+ 98  ii.  EUGENIE MALLET, born February 24, 1867.
+ 99  iii.  MARIE LEA MALLET, born October 16, 1869.
+ 100  iv.  MARIE IRMA MALLET, born April 07, 1874.
+ 101  v.  MARIE DEA MALLET, born March 15, 1876.
+ 102  vi.  JOSEPHINE MALLET, born March 24, 1878.
+ 103  vii.  BERNADETTE MALLET, born April 06, 1881.
+ 104  viii.  ADELARD MALLET.

51. MATHILDE10 MALLET (HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born Abt. 1854. She married MICHEL ROBIN September 20, 1871 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA.

Children of MATHILDE MALLET and MICHEL ROBIN are:
105  i.  MARIE MEA11 ROBIN, born March 27, 1876.
106  ii.  JOSEPH OVIDE ROBIN, born April 14, 1878.
107  iii.  MICHEL EMER ROBIN, born August 29, 1879.
108  iv.  HYPOLITE ROBIN, born December 1882.
109  v.  JEAN FRANCOIS REGIS ROBIN, born June 16, 1881.
110  vi.  MARIE JOSEPHINE ROBIN, born March 27, 1886.
111  vii.  MARIE LINA ROBIN, born March 03, 1888.
112  viii.  VIRGINIE ROBIN, born April 16, 1890.
113  ix.  GONZALEZ VALLEX ROBIN, born February 14, 1893.
114  x.  JOSEPH RUSSEL ROBIN.
115  xi.  FLAVIE ROBIN. She married OMER BOUDREAUX; born July 03, 1872.

57. ANDEOLE10 MALLET (MARCELLA9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born April 1843. He married EUGENIE STELLY November 30, 1865.

Children of ANDEOLE MALLET and EUGENIE STELLY are:
+ 116  i.  ANDEOLE II11 MALLET, born February 15, 1868.
+ 117  ii.  MARCEL MALLET, born December 01, 1870.
+ 118  iii.  EUGENIE MALLET, born January 28, 1873.
+ 119  iv.  JOSEPH THEOGENE MALLET, born August 23, 1875.
+ 120  v.  BERTHILDE MALLET, born November 03, 1879.
+ 121  vi.  AZELIE MALLET, born July 01, 1881.
58. TELEPHORE\textsuperscript{10} MALLET (MARCELLA\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE\textsuperscript{(fil)}\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 10, 1846, and died October 12, 1889 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA. He married EUPHEMIE STELLY December 20, 1868 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA ARNAUDE VILE CH V.2P.14.

Children of TELEPHORE MALLET and EUPHEMIE STELLY are:
+ 127 i. ADOLPHE\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, born Abt. 1869.
128 ii. MARIE AZELIMA MALLET, born September 13, 1874.
129 iii. MARIE ANGELA MALLET, born March 12, 1877.
130 iv. CELESTINE MALLET, born March 29, 1880.
131 v. MATHILDE MALLET, born September 23, 1885.
132 vi. MARIE OLIVIA MALLET, born November 24, 1888.

60. HYPOLITE(HONORE)\textsuperscript{10} MALLET (HONORE\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE\textsuperscript{(fil)}\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 1832. He married MARGURITE EDITA (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX January 17, 1856, daughter of JEAN BREAUX and PAULINE MALLET. She was born 1838.

Children of HYPOLITE(HONORE) MALLET and MARGURITE BREAUX are:
133 i. HONORE II\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, born December 13, 1856.
134 ii. EVE TELEPHORE MALLET, born March 30, 1866.
135 iii. ADAM JOSEPH MALLET, born August 22, 1867.
136 iv. SILVERE MALLET, born June 20, 1871.
137 v. ADAM MALLET, born February 05, 1874.
138 vi. ELMERIDA MALLET, born August 04, 1875.
+ 139 vii. ADA MALLET, born January 1878.

61. DOLZE\textsuperscript{10} MALLET (HONORE\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE\textsuperscript{(fil)}\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born June 1837 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana, and died Bef. 1870. He married AMELIE (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX February 13, 1860 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA LAF. CH V4 P 183, daughter of JEAN BREAUX and PAULINE MALLET. She was born 1838.

Child of DOLZE MALLET and AMELIE BREAUX is:
140 i. JEAN\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, born September 02, 1860 in YOUNGSVILLE, LOUISIANA YOUNGSVILLE CH V1 P60.

62. SOSTHENE\textsuperscript{10} MALLET (HONORE\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE\textsuperscript{(fil)}\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 29, 1839. He married FELICIA THIBEAUX September 05, 1864 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA LAF. CT. HSE. # 501.

Children of SOSTHENE MALLET and FELICIA THIBEAUX are:
141 i. ADOLPHE\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, born Abt. 1865.
142 ii. MARIE UMEA MALLET, born October 28, 1866.
143 iii. LUCOVIC MALLET, born Abt. 1867.
iv. LUKE MALLET, born Abt. 1870.

vi. ALEXANDER MALLET, born September 14, 1877.

vii. JOSEPH MEO MALLET, born July 16, 1879.

64. MARCEL\textsuperscript{10} BOUDREAUX (PAULINE\textsuperscript{9} MALLET, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 1832. He married ELVINA AMELIE BOULET January 16, 1854 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA  LAF. CH V4 P93.

65. DUPREVILLE (BOUDREAUX)\textsuperscript{10} BREAUX (PAULINE\textsuperscript{9} MALLET, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1833. He married ADELE MALLET February 12, 1856 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA  LAF. CH V4 P111, daughter of JEAN MALLET and MARIE HARRINGTON. She was born Abt. 1835.

66. MARGURITE EDITA (BOUDREAUX)\textsuperscript{10} BREAUX (PAULINE\textsuperscript{9} MALLET, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 19, 1843. He married LEONIE LANDRY September 24, 1866 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA  LAF. CT. HSE. # 844, daughter of CLET LANDRY and ADELAIDE LANDRY.

68. PAUL\textsuperscript{10} BOUDREAUX (PAULINE\textsuperscript{9} MALLET, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 19, 1843. He married LEONIE LANDRY September 24, 1866 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA  LAF. CT. HSE. # 844, daughter of CLET LANDRY and ADELAIDE LANDRY.

69. AMELIE (BOUDREAUX)\textsuperscript{10} BREAUX (PAULINE\textsuperscript{9} MALLET, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1838. She married (1) DOLZE MALLET February 13, 1860 in LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANA  LAF. CH V4 P 183, son of HONORE
MALLEtt and FANNY HARRINGTON. He was born June 1837 in LAFAyETTE, Louisiana, and died Bef. 1870. She married (2) JOSEPH QUEBEDEAU June 14, 1870 in ST MARTINVILLE, LOUISIANA.

Child is listed above under (61) DOLZE MALLET.

70. JEAN BAPTISTE VII MALLET (JEAN BAPTISTE V, JEAN BAPTISTE IV, JUAN BAPTISTE(III), JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENÉ, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born February 10, 1856 in ST MARTINVILLE, LOUISIANA. He married EZILDA GUILBEAUX April 05, 1875 in YOUNGSVILLE, LOUISIANA. Children of JEAN MALLET and EZILDA GUILBEAUX are:
+ 162 i. LEONARD MALLET, born January 14, 1876.
163 ii. LEONCE MALLET, born June 29, 1877.
164 iii. ODILON MALLET, born January 22, 1879.
165 iv. JEAN BAPTISTE VII MALLET, born June 04, 1880.
166 v. PIERRE MALLET, born January 22, 1882.
167 vi. JULIA MALLET, born October 30, 1883.
168 vii. ELODIE MALLET, born June 23, 1885.
169 viii. ANDRE MALLET, born February 01, 1887.
170 ix. OLIVIER MALLET, born April 04, 1888.
171 x. HYPOLITE MALLET, born January 26, 1890.
172 xi. JOSEPH ITHALIE MALLET, born March 08, 1891.
173 xii. AIMEE MALLET, born November 04, 1892.
174 xiii. SIMEON MALLET, born December 15, 1895.
175 xiv. ZULME MALLET, born January 12, 1897.

84. LOUISE MALLET (ALFRED, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENÉ, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1861. She married CELESTIN STOUT February 25, 1882 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA. Children of LOUISE MALLET and CELESTIN STOUT are:
176 i. MARY BAPTISTE STOUT, born November 19, 1882.
177 ii. JOSEPH CLEOPHAS STOUT, born February 06, 1885.
178 iii. JOSEPH MALLET STOUT, born April 18, 1886.
179 iv. MARIE AMELIE STOUT, born October 16, 1887.
180 v. CLEMENT STOUT, born November 20, 1888.
181 vi. CLOVIS STOUT, born December 23, 1889.
182 vii. CLEBERT STOUT, born December 10, 1891.
183 viii. CLOTILDE STOUT, born July 21, 1894.
184 ix. LOUISA STOUT, born November 30, 1895.
185 x. MARY CLEMENTINE STOUT, born December 16, 1896.
186 xi. JOHN STOUT, born November 22, 1899.
187 xii. EUGENIE STOUT, born December 30, 1900.
188 xiii. MALTIA STOUT, born Abt. 1902.
189 xiv. EMMER STOUT, born Abt. 1904.

89. EDMOND MALLET (ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENÉ, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1863, and died 1927. He married (1) ANNA PICKNEY. He married (2) PHILOMENE ALBERT November 17, 1883 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA.
Child of EDMOND MALLET and ANNA PICKNEY is:

i. MARIE CORINA MALLET.

Children of EDMOND MALLET and PHILOMENE ALBERT are:

191 i. ANGELINE MALLET, born September 20, 1884. She married JULIAN ZACHARY.
192 ii. MARIE OLVA MALLET, born November 1885; died April 05, 1887 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA.
193 iii. MARIE ANGELE MALLET, born January 07, 1886.
194 iv. MARIE CELESTINE MALLET, born October 12, 1887.
195 v. JOSEPH EDMOND MALLET, born July 18, 1889.
196 vi. EVA MALLET, born June 18, 1891.
197 vii. ALBERT MALLET, born June 24, 1893.
198 viii. JOSEPH (ALMO) MALLET, born October 29, 1895.
199 ix. ANNA MALLET, born November 24, 1897. She married JOSEPH WILSON.
200 x. LOUISA MALLET, born January 10, 1901.
201 xi. AMELIA (ORELIA) MALLET, born July 06, 1903.
202 xii. ABRAHAM MALLET, born December 10, 1907. He married CHARMAINE GEORGE.
203 xiii. JULIA MALLET, born July 1908.
204 xiv. OLVA (OLIVA) MALLET, born 1909.

90. SIMON MALLET (ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil), JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1874, and died June 01, 1930 in LEONVILLE, LOUISIANA. He married (1) LOU HEARST. He met (2) ANNIE (ANNA) PICKNEY, daughter of JANE HEARST. She was born 1883 in LEONVILLE, LOUISIANA, and died October 23, 1923 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA.

Children of SIMON MALLET and ANNIE PICKNEY are:

205 i. CECIL MALLET, born 1918.
206 ii. ALMO (ARMAND) BUD MALLET, born December 21, 1909. He married VIRGINIA GUILLODY.
207 iii. MARIE CORENNA MALLET, born September 26, 1891 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA P B CH. V2P121.

91. MEDERIC MALLET (ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil), JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1868. He married (1) JANE (HEARTH) HEARST. He married (2) ROSE TURNER. She was born August 10, 1895 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA, and died July 25, 1990 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA.

Children of MEDERIC MALLET and JANE HEARST are:

208 i. COLUMBUS MALLET, born November 25, 1892 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA P B CH. V2P141; died 1898 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA.
209 ii. HENRY MALLET, born July 1893.
210 iii. ALFRED MALLET, born September 1896.

Children of MEDERIC MALLET and ROSE TURNER are:

211 i. IRENE MALLET, born February 14, 1922.
212 ii. ELISHA MALLET, born 1924.
213 iii. OSCAR MALLET, born 1926.
214 iv. JOSEPH CHARLES MALLET, born May 09, 1929.
218 viii. EARLIE MALLET, born March 10, 1941.

93. CECILIA MALLET (ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil), JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME)
JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\) was born 1872. She married CELESTIN JR.CHENIER December 28, 1889 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA OPEL.CT. HSE.#22047.

Child of CECILIA MALLET and CELESTIN JR.CHENIER is:
219   i.  JOSEPH\(^12\) CHENIER, born October 1891; died December 27, 1891 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA OPEL. CH V.3 P21.

94. ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\(^11\) MALLET (ABRAM\(^10\), HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\)) was born 1875, and died June 07, 1963 in LEONVILLE, LOUISIANA. He met (1) LIZZIE CARTER, daughter of SAM CARTER and MARGARET. She was born 1875. He married (2) MARY ZACHARIE. He married (3) ISABELLA VIDAR ROGERS. She was born January 1875.

Child of ARMAND MALLET and LIZZIE CARTER is:
+ 220   i.  NAPOLEON\(^12\) MALLET, born January 1893 in LEBEAU, LOUISIANA; died January 09, 1941 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.

Children of ARMAND MALLET and ISABELLA ROGERS are:
+ 221   i.  ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\(^12\) MALLET.
+ 222   ii.  JANE (AUNT MINNIE) MALLET. She married JOHN GUILLORY.
+ 223   iii. ASHTON MALLET.
+ 224   iv.  LOUISE (SILVIE) MALLET, born August 1895 in LOUISIANA.
+ 225   v.  SEDONIA MALLET, born August 1897; died in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.
+ 226   vi.  CELESTE MALLET, born May 1900.
+ 227   vii. SIMON MALLET, born June 02, 1904.
+ 228   viii. FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB) MALLET, born March 01, 1906.
+ 229   ix.  SAMUEL(SAM) MALLET, born September 12, 1911.
+ 230   x.  HILDA (AUNT WILL) MALLET, born 1913.

95. ROSA\(^11\) MALLET (ABRAM\(^10\), HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\)) was born 1878. She married ARTHUR ARCENEAUX November 22, 1894 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA, son of ALEXIS ARCENEAUX and MARIE HACHE. He was born 1873.

Children of ROSA MALLET and ARTHUR ARCENEAUX are:
231   i.  AMANDA\(^12\) ARCENEAUX.
+ 232   ii.  ANTOINE ARCENEAUX.
+ 233   iii. IDA ARCENEAUX.
+ 234   iv.  ANITA ARCENEAUX.
+ 235   v.  ANNIE ARCENEAUX.
+ 236   vi.  LAURA ARCENEAUX. She married TIMOTHY OVERTON.
+ 237   vii. ANASIA ARCENEAUX.
+ 238   viii. PRESTON ARCENEAUX.
+ 239   ix.  DUDLEY ARCENEAUX.
+ 240   x.  ROSE ARCENEAUX.
+ 241   xi.  JOSEPH CLINTON ARCENEAUX.

97. ANDRE HYPOLITE\(^11\) MALLET (ANDRE\(^10\), HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\)) was born August 10, 1864, and died June 03, 1919. He married THEODORA (BOUDREAUX) BREAUX, daughter of PAUL BOUDREAUX and LEONIE LANDRY. She was born January 18, 1871, and died Abt. 1930.
Children of ANDRE MALLET and THEODORA BREAUX are:

242  i.  LOUIS Mallet.
243  ii.  LOUISE MALLET.  She married ALLADIN QUEBEDEAUX.
244  iii.  RAY MALLET.
245  iv.  MARIE ELLA MALLET, born July 04, 1888.
246  v.  HYPOLITE LEE MALLET, born January 03, 1891.
247  vi.  JOSEPH PAVIE MALLET, born October 25, 1892.
248  vii.  MARIE FLAVIE MALLET, born March 07, 1894.
249  viii.  HYPOLITE MALLET, born October 15, 1895.
250  ix.  JOSEPH MALLET, born April 20, 1897.
251  x.  RAOUL MALLET, born August 01, 1899.

98.  EUGENIE Mallet (ANDRE 10, HYPOLITE II 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) was born February 24, 1867.  She married TELESMAR RICHARD January 20, 1883 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA OPEL. CT. HSE. #12657.

Children of EUGENIE MALLET and TELESMAR RICHARD are:

252  i.  MARIE CORA Richard, born November 15, 1883 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA ARNAUDVILLE CH V.4 P.84.
253  ii.  JOSEPH LEONCE Richard, born June 06, 1885 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA ARNAUDVILLE CH V.4 P133.
254  iii.  JOSEPH CLEBERT Richard, born March 05, 1887 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA ARNAUDVILLE CH V.4 P.195.
255  iv.  MARIE ANNAIZE Richard, born May 05, 1888 in ARNAUDVILLE, LOUISIANA ARNAUDVILLE CH V.4 P.310.

116.  ANDEOLE II Mallet (ANDEOLE 10, MARCELLA 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) was born February 15, 1868.  He married ADELAIDE LALONDE November 06, 1888.

Children of ANDEOLE MALLET and ADELAIDE LALONDE are:

257  i.  MARIE LEDA Mallet, born December 27, 1889.
258  ii.  ELIDA MALLET, born April 1890.
259  iii.  LOUISE MALLET, born December 31, 1891; died January 09, 1892.
260  iv.  ELENA MALLET, born March 1892.
261  v.  HELENA MALLET, born December 09, 1892.
262  vi.  OCTAVIE MALLET, born July 1894.
263  vii.  MARIE OCTAVIE MALLET, born February 27, 1895.
264  viii.  ODELIE MALLET, born May 1896.
265  ix.  OLIZE MALLET, born July 1900.

117.  MARCEL Mallet (ANDEOLE 10, MARCELLA 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) was born December 01, 1870.  He married EDMANGINE DUPLICHIN April 21, 1870.

Children of MARCEL MALLET and EDMANGINE DUPLICHIN are:

266  i.  ROBERT Mallet, born September 05, 1893.
267  ii.  MOISE MALLET, born January 02, 1897.

118.  EUGENIE Mallet (ANDEOLE 10, MARCELLA 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) was born January 28, 1873.  She married ADAM RICHARD April 21,
1891 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA  OPELOUSAS CT. HSE. #23598.

Children of EUGENIE MALLET and ADAM RICHARD are:
   268 i.  MARY LEZIDA12 RICHARD, born July 26, 1892.
   269 ii. MARIE HONORA RICHARD, born November 08, 1894.
   270 iii. MARIE ALINE RICHARD, born December 24, 1896.
   271 iv.  JOHN CLEOPHAS RICHARD, born February 19, 1899.

127. ADOLPHE11 MALLET (TELEPHORE10, MARCELLA9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born Abt. 1869. He married CONSTANCE STELLY January 18, 1888 in GRAND COUTEAU, LOUISIANA  GC CH. V. P. 110.

Child of ADOLPHE MALLET and CONSTANCE STELLY is:
   272 i.  JOSEPH TELESPHORE12 MALLET, born October 11, 1890.

139. ADA11 MALLET (HYPOLITE(HONORE)10, HONORE9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born January 1878. She married HONORE RICHARD April 23, 1894.

Children of ADA MALLET and HONORE RICHARD are:
   273 i.  ADAM12 RICHARD, born January 11, 1895.
   274 ii. JOSEPH RICHARD, born January 11, 1895.
   275 iii. EDITH RICHARD, born January 16, 1896.
   276 iv. JEAN RICHARD, born July 09, 1898.

155. THEODORA (BOUDREAUX)11 BREAUX (PAUL10 BOUDREAUX, PAULINE9 MALLET, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born January 18, 1871, and died Abt. 1930. She married ANDRE HYPOLITE MALLET, son of ANDRE MALLET and DESIDERIA LANCLOS. He was born August 10, 1864, and died June 03, 1919.

Children are listed above under (97) ANDRE HYPOLITE MALLET.

Generation No. 12

162. LEONARD12 MALLET (JEAN BAPTISTE VI11, JEAN BAPTISTE V10, JEAN BAPTISTE IV9, JUAN BAPTISTE(III)8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born January 14, 1876. He married ADRIANNE WHITE in VERMILLION, LOUISIANA. She was born August 10, 1864, and died June 03, 1919.

Children of LEONARD MALLET and ADRIANNE WHITE are:
   277 i.  DEWEY13 MALLET, born 1915.
   278 ii. BEATRIC MALLET, born 1917.
   279 iii. ROSA MAY MALLET, born 1920.

194. MARIE CELESTINE12 MALLET (EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born October 12, 1887. She married
CYRIAAQUE(CYPRIEN) RICHARD December 28, 1908 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA P.B. CH. BK.4 P.67.

Children of MARIE MALLETT and CYRIAAQUE(CYPRIEN) RICHARD are:
- 280 i. BERNADETTE RICHARD.
- 281 ii. ANGELINA RICHARD.
- 282 iii. PHLOMENE RICHARD.
- 283 iv. CLEMONT RICHARD.
- 284 v. JULIA RICHARD.
- 285 vi. CHIRSTON RICHARD.
- 286 vii. CYPRIEN JR RICHARD.
- 287 viii. LOUISA RICHARD.
- 288 ix. SIDNEY RICHARD.

195. JOSEPH EDMOND MALLETT (EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born July 18, 1889. He married (1) PEARL WISE. He married (2) LENA.

Child of JOSEPH MALLETT and PEARL WISE is:
- 289 i. DAVIS MALLETT. He married (1) ELSIE MALVEAUX. He married (2) BEATRICE CHENIER.

Children of JOSEPH MALLETT and LENA are:
- 290 i. EULA MALLETT.
- 291 ii. ROSALIE MALLETT.
- 292 iii. ELVONIA MALLETT.

196. EVA MALLETT (EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born June 18, 1891. She married DENIS ZACHARY November 26, 1908 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA P.B. CH. BK.4P.63.

Children of EVA MALLETT and DENIS ZACHARY are:
- 293 i. JOSEPH ZACHARY.
- 294 ii. WILBERT ZACHARY.
- 295 iii. LEROY ZACHARY.
- 296 iv. WILLIE ZACHARY.
- 297 v. JOSEPH DENIS JR ZACHARY.
- 298 vi. ROBERT ZACHARY.
- 299 vii. SUSAN ZACHARY.
- 300 viii. MARY ANN ZACHARY.
- 301 ix. BEATRICE ZACHARY.
+ 302 x. JOSEPHINE ZACHARY.

197. ALBERT MALLETT (EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born June 24, 1893. He married LILLIAN THOMAS.

Children of ALBERT MALLETT and LILLIAN THOMAS are:
+ 303 i. ROBERT MALLETT.
+ 304 ii. FLORENCE MALLETT.
+ 305 iii. JOHN MALLETT.
+ 306 iv. CLARENCE SR MALLETT.
+ 307 v. MILDRED MALLETT.
+ 308 vi. MARTHA MALLETT.
+ 309 vii. CECILIA MALLETT.
+ 310 viii. SUSIE MALLETT.
198. JOSEPH (ALMO)\textsuperscript{12} MALLET (EDMOND\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born October 29, 1895. He married (1) LUCINDA TYLER. He married (2) JOSEPHINE REMI.

Children of JOSEPH MALLET and LUCINDA TYLER are:

312 i. JOSEPH JR (SNOW)\textsuperscript{13} MALLET.
313 ii. CHARLES SR MALLET.

200. LOUISA\textsuperscript{12} MALLET (EDMOND\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 10, 1901. She married DARRELL BOBB.

Children of LOUISA MALLET and DARRELL BOBB are:

314 i. DORIS\textsuperscript{13} BOBB.
315 ii. IRELL BOBB.
316 iii. HORACE BOBB.
317 iv. ELLA MAE BOBB.

201. AMELIA (ORELIA)\textsuperscript{12} MALLET (EDMOND\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 06, 1903. She married JOE LEWIS.

Children of AMELIA MALLET and JOE LEWIS are:

318 i. PETER\textsuperscript{13} LEWIS.
319 ii. PAUL LEWIS.
320 iii. JOHN LEWIS.
+ 321 iv. BEULAH LEWIS.

203. JULIA\textsuperscript{12} MALLET (EDMOND\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born July 1908. She married FRANK TYLER.

Children of JULIA MALLET and FRANK TYLER are:

322 i. HARRY\textsuperscript{13} TYLER.
323 ii. MARY TYLER.
324 iii. ANTOINE TYLER.
325 iv. THERESA TYLER.
326 v. ANNIE MAE TYLER. She married RAYMOND SOSTHENE.
327 vi. WILDA TYLER.
+ 328 vii. RITA TYLER.
329 viii. PETER TYLER.

204. OLVA (OLIVA)\textsuperscript{12} MALLET (EDMOND\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born 1909. He married PEARL TYLER.

Children of OLVA MALLET and PEARL TYLER are:

330 i. EULA MAE\textsuperscript{13} MALLET.
331 ii. PEARLIE MAE MALLET.
332 iii. RUSSELL MALLET. He married MARY STELLY.
205. CECIL MALLET (SIMON, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1918. She married MERRICK ANDRUS.

Children of CECIL MALLET and MERRICK ANDRUS are:
+ 333  i. ELOISE ANDRUS, born August 12, 1943 in BOLDEN, LOUISIANA.
+ 334  ii. VANETTA ANDRUS, born September 17, 1939 in PALMETTO, LOUISIANA.

209. HENRY MALLET (MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born July 1893. He married ALZINA.

Child of HENRY MALLET and ALZINA is:
+ 335  i. EVERLY MALLETT, born January 31, 1927 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA.

210. ALFRED MALLET (MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born September 1896. He married (1) EVA. He married (2) HATTIE HENRY RICHARD.

Child of ALFRED MALLET and EVA is:
336  i. JULIA MALLETT.

Child of ALFRED MALLET and HATTIE RICHARD is:
+ 337  i. LAWRENCE HENRY, born May 03, 1932 in WASHINGTON, LOUISIANA; died October 19, 1974 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

211. IRENE MALLET (MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born February 14, 1922. She married JOSEPH DURIO. He was born March 12, 1914.

Children of IRENE MALLET and JOSEPH DURIO are:
+ 338  i. LEROY DURIO, born October 03, 1941.
+ 339  ii. ARTHUR DURIO, born June 29, 1942.
+ 340  iii. JOSEPH DURIO, born August 16, 1944.
+ 341  iv. SHIRLINE DURIO, born January 26, 1946.
+ 342  v. PEARLINE DURIO, born January 23, 1948 in PALMETTO, LOUISIANA.
+ 343  vi. ALVIN DURIO, born December 14, 1950.
+ 344  vii. LETHA DURIO, born August 10, 1952.
+ 345  viii. ANNIE MAE DURIO, born September 25, 1955 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.
+ 346  ix. DELORES DURIO, born 1956.
+ 347  x. MILDRED DURIO, born 1957.
+ 348  xi. BEVERLY DURIO, born 1959.
+ 349  xii. FANNIE MAE DURIO, born 1960 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.
+ 350  xiii. HENRY JAMES DURIO, born 1961.

212. ELISHA MALLET (MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1924. He married MARY LOU SAVOY.

Children of ELISHA MALLET and MARY SAVOY are:
351  i. ELISHA JR. MALLETT.
352  ii. MAUDRY MAE MALLETT.
iii. LEATHA MALLET.
iv. BERTHA MALLET.
v. ROBERT MALLET.
vi. HERBERT MALLET.
vii. LORRAINE MALLET.
viii. LOUELLA MALLET.
ix. DAVID MALLET.
x. ALFRED MALLET.
xi. ELIZABETH MALLET.

213. OSCAR MALLE12 T (MEDERIC11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born 1926. He married (1) JOSEPHINE SAM. He married (2) LORENA TYLER.

Children of OSCAR MALLE and JOSEPHINE SAM are:

i. OSCAR JR.13 MALLE.
ii. JOSEPH CHARLES MALLE.
iii. PAUL ABRAM MALLE.
iv. LUCILLE MALLE.

Child of OSCAR MALLE and LORENA TYLER is:

i. BEATRICE13 MALLE.

214. JOSEPH CHARLES MALLE12 T (MEDERIC11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born May 09, 1929. He married ROSE PICKNEY.

Children of JOSEPH MALLE and ROSE PICKNEY are:

i. MARIE13 MALLE.
ii. JOSEPH CHARLES JR. MALLE.
iii. JUDY ANN MALLE.
iv. WANDA FAYE MALLE.
v. CORA LEE MALLE.
vi. JEROME MALLE.
vii. TOMMIE RAY MALLE.
viii. RITA MALLE.

Child of SPENCER MALLE and ALEAN GREEN is:

i. WANDA FAYE13 MALLE.

Children of SPENCER MALLE and EDNA EDWARDS are:

i. SPENCER JR.13 MALLE.
ii. WALTER MALLE.
iii. THOMAS KIMBLE MALLE.
iv. RICKY LEE MALLE.

Child of SPENCER MALLE and BESSIE DANIEL is:

i. EDGAR13 FAULK.
217. ROSA LEE¹² MALLET (MENERIC¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born March 28, 1938. She married (2) ERNEST TEZENO. She married (3) ISRAEL HARRISON.

Children of ROSA LEE MALLET are:

384 i. TERRY LYNN¹³ MALLET, born June 26, 1969.
385 ii. GWEN MICHELLE MALLET, born January 01, 1964.
386 iii. RONALD JAMES MALLET, born October 06, 1966.

Children of ROSA MALLET and ERNEST TEZENO are:

387 i. BARBARA¹³ TEZENO, born June 26, 1969.
+ 388 ii. ANGELA RENEE TEZENO, born May 31, 1972 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.

218. EARLIE¹² MALLET (MENERIC¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born March 10, 1941. He married WILFRED GRIFFITH.

Children of EARLIE MALLET and WILFRED GRIFFITH are:

390 i. ROSCOE JAMES¹³ MALLET, born May 20, 1961.
392 iii. MICHAEL ANTHONY GRIFFITH, born April 18, 1972.

220. NAPOLEON¹² MALLET (ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born January 1893 in LEBEAU, LOUISIANA, and died January 09, 1941 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. He met (1) PAULINE ESPREE. He married (2) THERESA SIMIEN September 25, 1916 in KINDER, LOUISIANA, daughter of SIMPLICE SIMIEN and MARGUERITE DUROSSEAU. She was born December 07, 1897 in LEBEAU, LOUISIANA, and died December 28, 1973 in KINDER, LOUISIANA buried ST MICHAEL CEMETERY KINDER, LA.

Child of NAPOLEON MALLET and PAULINE ESPREE is:
+ 393 i. JOE¹³ MALLET, born August 15, 1915 in LOUISIANA; died February 1966 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.

Children of NAPOLEON MALLET and THERESA SIMIEN are:
+ 394 i. ALOYSIUS¹³ MALLET, born January 06, 1918 in Kinder, LOUISIANA; died July 30, 1992 in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA buried ST MICHAEL CEMETERY KINDER,LA...
395 ii. VINCENT MALLET, born January 22, 1920. He married (1) SUVELLA HARMON. He married (2) ETHEL (SALLY) ALFRED HARMON.
+ 396 iii. AUSTRALIA MALLET, born July 31, 1921 in KINDER, LOUISIANA; died July 06, 1985 in LAKE CHARLES, LA buried SACRED HEART CEMETERY.
+ 397 iv. ANDREW ANTHONY MALLET, born December 28, 1926 in Kinder, LOUISIANA.
221. ABRAHAM (JOSEPH) MALLET (ARMAND (HERMONGAR) II, ABRAM I, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE VI, JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (fils), JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) He married (1) ALBERTHA ROMAR.

Children of ABRAHAM MALLET and ALBERTHA ROMAR are:
+ 400 i. OTIS MALLET, born June 28, 1928 in WASHINGTON, LOUISIANA.
+ 401 ii. ALBERTHA MARIE MALLET.
+ 402 iii. GERTRUDE MALLET.
+ 403 iv. ABRAHAM (JR. III) MALLET.
+ 404 v. VIRGIE MALLET.

Child of ABRAHAM (JOSEPH) MALLET is:
+ 405 i. CECIL SR MALLET.

222. ASHTON MALLET (ARMAND (HERMONGAR) II, ABRAM I, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE VI, JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (fils), JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) He married (1) ESTELLE JOHNSON. He married (2) LELINE FONTENOT.

Children of ASHTON MALLET and ESTELLE JOHNSON are:
+ 406 i. ARTHUR LEE MALLET.
+ 407 ii. BEATRICE MALLET.
+ 408 iii. AUSTIN MALLET.

223. LOUISE (SILVIE) MALLET (ARMAND (HERMONGAR) II, ABRAM I, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE VI, JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (fils), JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born August 1895 in LOUISIANA. She married (1) NORMAN RICHARDSON. She married (2) OREL DOOMES.

Child of LOUISE MALLET and NORMAN RICHARDSON is:
+ 409 i. LEE RICHARDSON.

224. SEDONIA MALLET (ARMAND (HERMONGAR) II, ABRAM I, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE VI, JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (fils), JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born August 1897, and died in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. She married (1) ISSAC MITCHELL. She married (2) HERBERT SINGLETON.

Child of LOUISE MALLET and NORMAN RICHARDSON is:
+ 409 i. LEE RICHARDSON.

225. SEDONIA MALLET (ARMAND (HERMONGAR) II, ABRAM I, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE VI, JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (fils), JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born August 1897, and died in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. She married (1) ISSAC MITCHELL. She married (2) HERBERT SINGLETON.

Children of SEDONIA MALLET and ISSAC MITCHELL are:
+ 410 i. MISSOURI MITCHELL.
+ 411 ii. LUCINDA MITCHELL.

227. SIMON MALLET (ARMAND (HERMONGAR) II, ABRAM I, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE VI, JOSEPH II, JEAN BAPTISTE (fils), JEAN BAPTISTE (Pere) V, RENE IV, JEAN III, OLIVER II, GUILUAME I) was born June 02, 1904. He married (1) LIVONIA FONTENOT. He married (2) MS. CAIN.
Children of SIMON MALLEТ and LIVONIA FONTENOT are:

+ 412 i. ROSA LEE13 MALLEТ.
+ 413 ii. BILL MALLEТ.
+ 414 iii. IDA MAE MALLEТ.

228. FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)12 MALLEТ (ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born March 01, 1906. He married MANDY CHARLES.

Children of FREDERICK MALLEТ and MANDY CHARLES are:

+ 415 i. PEARLINE13 MALLEТ, born December 01, 1932.
+ 416 ii. ODELIA MALLEТ, born May 27, 1934.
+ 417 iii. REATHER MALLEТ, born August 18, 1936; died September 12, 1997 in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.
+ 418 iv. BURLEY MALLEТ, born August 18, 1938.
+ 419 v. FREDERICK MALLEТ, born 1939.
+ 420 vi. JOEL MALLEТ, born November 22, 1943; died February 2007.
+ 421 vii. RAYFIELD MALLEТ, born May 09, 1945.

229. SAMUEL(SAM)12 MALLEТ (ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born September 12, 1911. He married ZADIE MARSHAL.

Children of SAMUEL(SAM) MALLEТ and ZADIE MARSHAL are:

+ 423 i. VERGIE LEE13 MALLEТ.
+ 424 ii. VENEDIA MALLEТ.
+ 425 iii. ALEAN MALLEТ.
+ 426 iv. AUDREY MALLEТ.
+ 427 v. MABEL MALLEТ.
+ 428 vi. MARY ANN MALLEТ.
+ 429 vii. LEE ALLEN MALLEТ.
+ 430 viii. SAMUEL MALLEТ JR.
+ 431 ix. DELORES MALLEТ.
+ 432 x. JAMES MALLEТ.
+ 433 xi. CAROLYN MALLEТ.
+ 434 xii. LINDA MALLEТ.
+ 435 xiii. CALVIN MALLEТ.

230. HILDA (AUNT WILL)12 MALLEТ (ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born 1913. She married CLARENCE CHARLES.

Children of HILDA MALLEТ and CLARENCE CHARLES are:

+ 436 i. EDGAR JR.13 CHARLES, born September 18, 1931 in WAXIA, LOUISIANA; died March 26, 2003 in STARKS, LOUISIANA.
+ 437 ii. ALZINA CHARLES. She married (1) E.J. BREWER. She married (2) HERMAN ALBERT.
+ 438 iii. ORA LEE CHARLES.
+ 439 iv. ANNIE MAE CHARLES, born February 05, 1939.
+ 440 v. DOREATHA CHARLES.
+ 441 vi. LOIS ANN (LETHA ANN) CHARLES, born October 22, 1945 in WAXIA, LOUISIANA.
+ 442 vii. SHERMAN CHARLES.

232. ANTOINE12 ARceneaux (ROSA11 MALLEТ, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9,
Children of ANTOINE ARCENEAUX and LORENA are:

- i. ADAM ARCENEAUX.
- ii. ELIZABETH ARCENEAUX. She married MR GORDON.
- iii. THERESA ARCENEAUX.
- iv. FRANK ARCENEAUX.
- v. LORENA ARCENEAUX.

233. IDA ARCENEAUX (ROSA MALLET, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married MAURICE SINGLETON.

Children of IDA ARCENEAUX and MAURICE SINGLETON are:

- i. WILSON SINGLETON.
- ii. ELNORA SINGLETON.
- iii. RUBY SINGLETON.
- iv. ALFRED SINGLETON.
- v. ALBERT SINGLETON.
- vi. LILY MAE SINGLETON.
- vii. IDA MAE SINGLETON.
- viii. WILFRED SINGLETON.

234. ANITA ARCENEAUX (ROSA MALLET, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married FRANK SINGLETON.

Children of ANITA ARCENEAUX and FRANK SINGLETON are:

- i. LEROY SINGLETON.
- ii. MARY SINGLETON.
- iii. JOHN SINGLETON.
- iv. J.C.(FRANK) SINGLETON.
- v. Evelina SINGLETON.
- vi. ALTON SINGLETON.
- vii. LETHA MAE SINGLETON.
- viii. LETHA MAE SINGLETON.

235. ANNIE ARCENEAUX (ROSA MALLET, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married LOBERT DEJEAN.

Children of ANNIE ARCENEAUX and LOBERT DEJEAN are:

- i. JOSEPH DEJEAN.
- ii. LAURA MAE DEJEAN.
- iii. J.D. DEJEAN.
- iv. NORMIS DEJEAN.
- v. RICHARD DEJEAN.
- vi. LEPAPLU DEJEAN.

237. ANASIA ARCENEAUX (ROSA MALLET, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married ALBERT WILLIAMS.

Child of ANASIA ARCENEAUX and ALBERT WILLIAMS is:
238. PRESTON\textsuperscript{12} ARCENEAUX (ROSA\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married ANNIBEL PROVOST.

Children of PRESTON ARCENEAUX and ANNIBEL PROVOST are:
472. i. JOSEPH PRESTON\textsuperscript{13} ARCENEAUX. He married BARBARA TANNER.
473. ii. JAMES DONALD ARCENEAUX. He married CAROLYN CORMIER.
474. iii. ALINE ARCENEAUX. She married (1) ALTON ST JULIEN. She married (2) ALAN CLARK.
475. iv. LAURA ARCENEAUX. She married (1) GORDON. She married (2) FREDDIE DAVIS.
476. v. JOHN EDWARD ARCENEAUX.

239. DUDLEY\textsuperscript{12} ARCENEAUX (ROSA\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1})

Child of DUDLEY ARCENEAUX is:
477. i. RICHARD\textsuperscript{13} ARCENEAUX.

240. ROSE\textsuperscript{12} ARCENEAUX (ROSA\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married JOSEPH BREAUX.

Children of ROSE ARCENEAUX and JOSEPH BREAUX are:
478. i. ARCHIE\textsuperscript{13} BREAUX.
479. ii. YVONNE BREAUX.
480. iii. DUDLEY PETER BREAUX.
481. iv. LINDA BREAUX.
482. v. CAROL BREAUX.
483. vi. EUGENE BREAUX.
484. vii. RAYMOND BREAUX.
485. viii. KENNETH BREAUX.

241. JOSEPH CLINTON\textsuperscript{12} ARCENEAUX (ROSA\textsuperscript{11} MALLET, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married (1) REGINA NICHOLS. He married (2) EVANNA CORMIER.

Children of JOSEPH ARCENEAUX and REGINA NICHOLS are:
486. i. JOHN ALTON\textsuperscript{13} ARCENEAUX. He married ORA GLYNN BRYANT.
487. ii. MARY GLADYS ARCENEAUX. She married MARION GOUDEAU.
488. iii. MARIE ARCENEAUX. She married (1) TIMOTHY DAWSON. She married (2) LEON SHANKLE.
489. iv. ROBERT ARCENEAUX.

Children of JOSEPH ARCENEAUX and EVANNA CORMIER are:
490. i. JOHN OSCAR\textsuperscript{13} ARCENEAUX. He married MARY ANDERSON.
491. ii. MARY GOLDIE ARCENEAUX. She married OSZELL BORGANY.
492. iii. SHIRLEY ANN ARCENEAUX.
493. iv. BERNADETTE ARCENEAUX. She married DONALD WHITE.
494. v. JOHN DUDLEY ARCENEAUX. He married RUBY.
495. vi. SAMUEL ARCENEAUX. He married EDITH.
496. vii. MARY LOIS ARCENEAUX. She married THOMAS WHITE.
497. viii. JOSEPH JR. ARCENEAUX.
498. ix. NAT DOUGLAS ARCENEAUX. He married (1) NINA BETH COOPER. He married (2) FAYE
WHITE. He married (3) SANDRA SAVOY.

JAMES ROBERT ARCENEAUX.

JOSEPH NATHAN ARCENEAUX. He married CARLA OBEY.

SON ARCENEAUX.

---

**Generation No. 13**

**302. JOSEPHINE ZACHARY** (EVA MALLET, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married JOSEPH FRANK SR RIDEAUX.

Children of JOSEPHINE ZACHARY and JOSEPH RIDEAUX are:

+ 502 i. MARY ELLA RIDEAUX.
+ 503 ii. MICHAEL ROY RIDEAUX.
+ 504 iii. SHIRLEY RIDEAUX.
+ 505 iv. JOYCE ANN RIDEAUX.
+ 506 v. JOSEPHINE RIDEAUX.
+ 507 vi. GILORIA RIDEAUX.
+ 508 vii. CAROLYN RIDEAUX.
+ 509 viii. PATRICIA RIDEAUX.
+ 510 ix. HENRY RIDEAUX.
+ 511 x. RAY W RIDEAUX.
+ 512 xi. JOSEPH FRANK JR RIDEAUX.
+ 513 xii. JAMES SR RIDEAUX.

**303. ROBERT MALLET** (ALBERT, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) He married ALINE CHENIER.

Children of ROBERT MALLET and ALINE CHENIER are:

514 i. ALBERT MALLET.
515 ii. ROBERT JR MALLET. He married CAROLINE.
516 iii. ALTON MALLET.
517 iv. DONAVAIN MALLET. He married GEORGIA.
518 v. CORETHA MALLET.
519 vi. JULIA MALLET.
+ 520 vii. PETER MALLET.

**304. FLORENCE MALLET** (ALBERT, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married ADAM RIDEAUX.

Children of FLORENCE MALLET and ADAM RIDEAUX are:

521 i. MARY ELDRIDGE RIDEAUX.
522 ii. MARY FUSILIER RIDEAUX.
523 iii. ANNA MARIE RIDEAUX.
524 iv. LOYCE RIDEAUX.
525 v. MILDRED RIDEAUX.
526 vi. LILLIAN RIDEAUX.
527 vii. PAM RIDEAUX.
528 viii. ADAM JR RIDEAUX.
529 ix. ALBERT RIDEAUX.
530 x. JOSEPH RIDEAUX.
531 xi. JOHN RIDEAUX.
532 xii. RONALD RIDEAUX.
533 xiii. MICHAEL RIDEAUX.

**306. CLARENCE SR MALLET** (ALBERT, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME)
HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\) He married LOUISE OAKLEY.

Children of CLARENCE MALLET and LOUISE OAKLEY are:

534  i.  CLARENCE JR MALLET.
535  ii.  WANDA GAIL MALLET.
536  iii.  MATILDA MALLET.
537  iv.  ELONDA MALLET.

**307. MILDRED\(^{13}\) MALLET** (ALBERT\(^{12}\), EDMOND\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\)) She married SAMMY SR DRAKE.

Children of MILDRED MALLET and SAMMY DRAKE are:

538  i.  SAMMY JR DRAKE.
539  ii.  DENISE DRAKE.

**310. SUSIE\(^{13}\) MALLET** (ALBERT\(^{12}\), EDMOND\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\))

Children of SUSIE MALLET are:

540  i.  MARIE\(^{14}\) MALLET.
541  ii.  MORGAN MALLET.
542  iii.  SUGARFOOT MALLET.
543  iv.  POOPIE MALLET.

**311. WALTER (BOO DAD)\(^{13}\) MALLET** (ALBERT\(^{12}\), EDMOND\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\)) He married MARY CHENIER.

Children of WALTER MALLET and MARY CHENIER are:

544  i.  MARY L\(^{14}\) MALLET.
545  ii.  ROSE MALLET.
546  iii.  LEANNA MALLET.
547  iv.  ELIZABETH MALLET.
548  v.  JOYCE MALLET.
549  vi.  DONALD SR MALLET.
550  vii.  WALTER JR MALLET.

**321. BEULAH\(^{13}\) LEWIS** (AMELIA (ORELIA)\(^{12}\) MALLET, EDMOND\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^9\), HYPOLITE\(^8\), JOSEPH\(^7\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^6\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^5\), RENE\(^4\), JEAN\(^3\), OLIVER\(^2\), GUILUAME\(^1\)) She married FRANK JR. MALONE.

Children of BEULAH LEWIS and FRANK MALONE are:

551  i.  HAYWARD\(^{14}\) MALONE. He married ANDRETTA MONTGOMERY.
552  ii.  GERALDINE MALONE. She married JOHNNIE COLEMAN.
553  iii.  ALFREDA MALONE. She married MOSE DONALD.
554  iv.  TERRY MALONE. He married MELONISE.
555  v.  NANCY MALONE.
556  vi.  ORELIA MALONE. She married RONALD LYNN.
557  vii.  STANLEY MALONE.
328. RITA TYLER (JULIA MALLET, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married THOMAS ROBERTS.

Children of RITA TYLER and THOMAS ROBERTS are:
- i. FREDERICK ROBERTS.
- ii. BRUCE ROBERTS.
- iii. CRAIG ROBERTS.
- iv. BRENDA ROBERTS.

333. ELOISE ANDRUS (CECIL MALLET, SIMON, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born August 12, 1943 in BOLDEN, LOUISIANA. She married ELBA SIVERAND April 10, 1960 in PALMETTO, LOUISIANA. He was born January 27, 1932 in GARLAND, LOUISIANA.

Children of ELOISE ANDRUS and ELBA SIVERAND are:
- i. ELBA JR. SIVERAND, born October 01, 1962.
- ii. MERRICK SIVERAND, born October 26, 1963.
- iii. BILLY SIVERAND, born December 05, 1964 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.
- iv. ANGELA SIVERAND, born June 12, 1966 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.
- v. LEO SIVERAND, born June 16, 1969 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.

334. VANETTA ANDRUS (CECIL MALLET, SIMON, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born September 17, 1939 in PALMETTO, LOUISIANA. She married (1) BEN JACKSON. He was born in KROGER, MISSISSIPPI. She married (2) WILBERT MUCKEROY January 29, 1966 in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. He was born July 08, 1922 in BELLVILLE, TEXAS, and died August 20, 1991 in EVANSTON, ILLINOIS.

Child of VANETTA ANDRUS and BEN JACKSON is:
- i. DEBRA ANN JACKSON, born May 06, 1958 in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Children of VANETTA ANDRUS and WILBERT MUCKEROY are:
- i. EMMETT MUCKEROY, born March 16, 1963 in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
- ii. SONJA PATRICE MUCKEROY, born March 18, 1971.

335. EVERLY MALLET (HENRY, MENERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born January 31, 1927 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA. She married JOSEPH P. ROBERTSON October 08, 1949 in WASHINGTON, LOUISIANA. He was born May 25, 1922 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS, and died August 17, 1996 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA.

Child of EVERLY MALLET and JOSEPH ROBERTSON is:
- i. BEVERLY ANN ROBERTSON, born June 07, 1958 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.
337. LAWRENCE HENRY (ALFRED MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PIER), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILAUME) was born May 03, 1932 in WASHINGTON, LOUISIANA, and died October 19, 1974 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. He married JOHNNIE MAE SAVOY December 25, 1954 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA. She was born January 08, 1933 in PORT BARRE, LOUISIANA.

Children of LAWRENCE HENRY and JOHNNIE SAVOY are:
+ 576 i. OLEATHA HENRY, born June 06, 1957 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.
+ 577 ii. DOUGLAS EDWARD HENRY, born May 09, 1962 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.
+ 578 iii. STEPHANIE ANN HENRY, born April 05, 1965.

338. LEROY DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PIER), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILAUME) was born October 03, 1941.

Children of LEROY DURIO are:
  579 i. YOLANDA DURIO.
  580 ii. LEE ROY JR. DURIO.
  581 iii. ICIA NORA DURIO.
  582 iv. PATRICK MAYORS.
  583 v. NATLIE RICHARDS.

339. ARTHUR DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PIER), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILAUME) was born June 29, 1942.

Children of ARTHUR DURIO are:
  584 i. AGNES DURIO.
  585 ii. KENAN DURIO.
  586 iii. ARTHUR JR. DURIO.

340. JOSEPH DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PIER), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILAUME) was born August 16, 1944.

Children of JOSEPH DURIO are:
  587 i. PATICK DURIO, born August 28, 1965.
  588 ii. DEMKON DURIO.
  589 iii. TOMICIA DURIO, born January 08, 1974.

342. PEARLINE DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PIER), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILAUME) was born January 23, 1948 in PALMETTO, LOUISIANA. She married HARRY PIERRE. He was born June 01, 1945 in RACELAND, LOUISIANA.

Children of PEARLINE DURIO and HARRY PIERRE are:
  593 i. HARRY JR. PIERRE, born March 26, 1966.
DONOVAN PIERRE, born June 16, 1972.

343. ALVIN DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPO
LITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born December 14, 1950.

Child of ALVIN DURIO is:

KEISHE BROOKS.

345. ANNIE MAE DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPO
LITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born September 25, 1955 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana. She married HOLMES June 15, 1984.

Children of ANNIE DURIO and HOLMES are:

PATRINA TRENELL DURIO, born December 29, 1976.
JASON BRANDON DURIO, born December 06, 1979.
NATHANIEL KEITH HOLMES, born October 18, 1984.

349. FANNIE MAE DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPO
LITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1960 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana. She married CLIFTON HOLMES February 23, 1989 in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. He was born February 23, 1962 in INDEPENDENCE, LOUISIANA.

Children of FANNIE DURIO and CLIFTON HOLMES are:

KEONNAL HOLMES, born April 27, 1983.

350. HENRY JAMES DURIO (IRENE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPO
LITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born 1961.

Children of HENRY JAMES DURIO are:

DARICK DURIO.
MARYETHA ROBINSON.
HENRY JAMES ROBINSON.

388. ANGELA RENEE TEZENO (ROSA LEE MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPO
LITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born May 31, 1972 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.

Children of ANGELA RENEE TEZENO are:

MAILAIKA TEZENO, born January 10, 1990.
BRANDY TEZENO, born March 12, 1995.

393. JOE MALLET (NAPOLEON MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM,
HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE II, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME, was born August 15, 1915 in LOUISIANA, and died February 1966 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. He married RENA MAE THOMAS. She died in KINDER, LOUISIANA.

Children of JOE MALLET and RENA THOMAS are:

609  i.  KATHERINE MALLET.
610  ii.  JESSE MALLET.
611  iii.  BETTY JOE MALLET.
612  iv.  JOSEPH J MALLET.
613  v.  PRISCILLA MALLET.
614  vi.  EPHRAM MALLET.

394. ALOYSIUS MALLET (NAPOLEON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOPOITE II, HYPOPOITE II, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born January 06, 1918 in Kinder, LOUISIANA, and died July 30, 1992 in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA. BURIED ST MICHAEL CEMETERY KINDER, LA. He married CLARICE (EUCHARISTE) MATHIEU December 03, 1939 in KINDER, LOUISIANA, daughter of JOSEPH MATHIEU and AURELIA ARCENEAUX. She was born February 02, 1914 in CARENCRO, LOUISIANA, and died March 02, 1998 in HOUSTON, TEXAS BURIED AT ST. MICHAEL'S CEMETARY, KINDER, LOUISIANA.

Children of ALOYSIUS MALLET and CLARICE (EUCHARISTE) MATHIEU are:

+ 615  i.  GENEVIEVE ANNE MALLET, born November 13, 1940 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.
+ 616  ii.  EUGENE ALOYSIUS MALLET, born September 12, 1944 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.
+ 617  iii.  CLARENCE CHARLES MALLET, born January 02, 1947 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.
+ 618  iv.  JOHN EARL MALLET, born July 26, 1948 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.

396. AUSTRALIA MALLET (NAPOLEON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOPOITE II, HYPOPOITE II, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born July 31, 1921 in KINDER, LOUISIANA, and died July 06, 1985 in LAKE CHARLES, LA buried SACRED HEART CEMETERY. She married JEAN BAPTISTE (JOHN) MATHIEU in KINDER, LOUISIANA, son of JOSEPH MATHIEU and AURELIA ARCENEAUX. He was born November 09, 1915 in CARENCRO, LOUISIANA, and died October 19, 2002 in Shreveport, Louisiana.

Children of AUSTRALIA MALLET and JEAN MATHIEU are:

+ 619  i.  HUBERT MATTHEWS. He married AUDREY.
+ 620  ii.  RICKY MATTHEWS, born in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA.
+ 621  iii.  SUSAN GEARL MATTHEWS.
+ 622  iv.  JOHN HERBERT MATTHEWS, born December 12, 1942 in KINDER, LOUISIANA; died November 06, 1997 in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA.
+ 623  v.  BARBARA JEAN MATTHEWS, born December 10, 1943 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.

397. ANDREW ANTHONY MALLET (NAPOLEON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOPOITE II, HYPOPOITE II, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born December 28, 1926 in Kinder, LOUISIANA. He met (1) Ruby Ford. He married (2) GLORIA ELIZABETH WASHINGTON in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. She was born April 05, 1926.

Child of ANDREW MALLET and Ruby Ford is:
Child of ANDREW MALLETT and GLORIA WASHINGTON is:
+ 625  i. ANDREA CECILIA MALLETT, born May 18, 1954 in Los Angeles, California.

398. CHARLES NAPOLEON MALLETT (NAPOLEON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born October 10, 1935 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. He married MAUDRA MAE KEYES June 22, 1963 in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA. She was born July 25, 1936 in FENTON, LOUISIANA.

Children of CHARLES MALLETT and MAUDRA KEYES are:
626  i. KERMIT DWAYNE MALLETT, born October 15, 1970 in LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA; died August 09, 1998 in LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
627  ii. MONICA MALLETT, born October 16, 1974 in Los Angeles, CA.

399. VERNON LEE MALLETT (NAPOLEON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born September 19, 1937 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. He married LUCILLE ALEXANDER in LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.

Children of VERNON MALLETT and LUCILLE ALEXANDER are:
+ 628  i. TUNESSA MALLETT.
629  ii. BENITA MALLETT.
+ 630  iii. DENITA MALLETT.

400. OTIS MALLETT (ABRAHAM (JOSEPH), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born June 28, 1928 in WASHINGTON, LOUISIANA. He married WILLIE MAE HODGES March 12, 1952 in DEQUINCY, LOUISIANA. She was born March 16, 1932 in DEQUINCY, LOUISIANA, and died December 10, 1995 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Children of OTIS MALLETT and WILLIE HODGES are:
+ 631  i. MARVA DEAN MALLETT, born September 06, 1956 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.
+ 632  ii. CAROL DENISE MALLETT, born November 20, 1962 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.
+ 633  iii. OTIS JR. MALLETT, born July 21, 1955 in PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS.
634  iv. BOBBY MALLETT.
635  v. STEVEN CRAIG MALLETT.

401. ALBERTHA MARIE MALLETT (ABRAHAM (JOSEPH), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married LEON WESLEY BLACK.

Children of ALBERTHA MALLETT and LEON BLACK are:
+ 636  i. WONDA LEE BLACK, born January 01, 1959 in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.
+ 637  ii. RAYMOND JOE BLACK, born November 02, 1956 in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.
+ 638  iii. ANN MARIE BLACK, born August 21, 1955.
+ 639  iv. ANDREW BLACK.
402. GERTRUDE\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{1} (ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1})

She married ESCO RIDEAU.

Children of GERTRUDE MALLE\textsuperscript{1} and ESCO RIDEAU are:

+ 640 i. AUSTIN JOSEPH\textsuperscript{14} RIDEAU.
+ 641 ii. ESCO JR. RIDEAU.
+ 642 iii. TRUDY ANN RIDEAU.
+ 643 iv. ROYNE\textsuperscript{2} RIDEAU.
+ 644 v. LINDA FAYE RIDEAU.
+ 645 vi. LOU CINDY RIDEAU.
+ 646 vii. MICHAEL JAMES RIDEAU.

403. ABRAHAM (JR. III)\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{1} (ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1})

He married (1) unknown. He married (2) KATIE PATRICK. She died 2006 in DEQUINCY, LOUISIANA. He married (3) THERESA LAVINE-WILLIS.

Children of ABRAHAM MALLE\textsuperscript{1} and unknown are:

647 i. TAMMIE HERD\textsuperscript{14} MALLE\textsuperscript{1}.
648 ii. AKIBBA MALLE\textsuperscript{1}.

Child of ABRAHAM MALLE\textsuperscript{1} and KATIE PATRICK is:

+ 649 i. JAMES MILTON\textsuperscript{14} MALLE\textsuperscript{1}.

Children of ABRAHAM MALLE\textsuperscript{1} and THERESA LAVINE-WILLIS are:

650 i. PATRICIA\textsuperscript{14} MALLE\textsuperscript{1}, died June 01, 2005 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA.
651 ii. ABRAHAM JR. MALLE\textsuperscript{1},
652 iii. DONALD MALLE\textsuperscript{1}.
653 iv. MICHAEL MALLE\textsuperscript{1}. He married MICHELLE STAGG.

404. VIRGIE\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{1} (ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1})

She married (1) RICHARD RIDEAUX. She married (2) ARTHUR JONES.

Children of VIRGIE MALLE\textsuperscript{1} and RICHARD RIDEAUX are:

654 i. DEBRA\textsuperscript{14} RIDEAUX.
655 ii. TAMMIE RIDEAUX.

Child of VIRGIE MALLE\textsuperscript{1} and ARTHUR JONES is:

656 i. BRENDA\textsuperscript{14} JONES.

405. CECIL SR\textsuperscript{13} DAVIS (ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12} MALLE\textsuperscript{1}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1})

He married AUDREY LEDAY.

Children of CECIL DAVIS and AUDREY LEDAY are:
406. ARTHUR LEE MALLET (ASHTON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) He married GERTRUDE RICHARDS.

Children of ARTHUR MALLET and GERTRUDE RICHARDS are:
659 i. ARTHUR LEE JR.
660 ii. TERRY LEE MALLET.
661 iii. BEATRICE MALLET.
662 iv. DRUSILLA MALLET.
663 v. DONALD WAYNE MALLET.
664 vi. CLIFTON CHARLES MALLET.

410. MISSOURI MITCHELL (SEDONIA MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married (1) HERBERT CONNALLY SR. She married (2) PAUL BRACKINS SR.

Child of MISSOURI MITCHELL and HERBERT SR is:
665 i. HERBERT CONNALLY JR.

Child of MISSOURI MITCHELL and PAUL SR is:
666 i. PAUL BRACKINS JR.

411. LUCINDA MITCHELL (SEDONIA MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married EDDIE LOGAN.

Children of LUCINDA MITCHELL and EDDIE LOGAN are:
667 i. EDDIE LOGAN JR.
668 ii. CHARLES LOGAN.
669 iii. REGINALD LOGAN. He met (1) MARIE. He married (2) GWENDOLYN.
670 iv. EVERETT "POOKIE" LOGAN.
671 v. BRENDA LOGAN.

413. BILL MALLET (SIMON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) He married VIRGINIA.

Child of BILL MALLET and VIRGINIA is:
672 i. DWAYNE MALLET.

414. IDA MAE MALLET (SIMON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) Child of IDA MAE MALLET is:
415. PEARLINE\textsuperscript{13} MALLET (FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB))\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born December 01, 1932. She married EDDIE JAMES LOGAN.

Children of PEARLINE MALLET and EDDIE LOGAN are:
+ 674 i. CATHERINE\textsuperscript{14} LOGAN, born January 18, 1956.
+ 675 ii. KEITH LOGAN, born 1957.

416. ODELIA\textsuperscript{13} MALLET (FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB))\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 27, 1934. She married HENRY LEWIS. He was born 1927, and died 1977.

Children of ODELIA MALLET and HENRY LEWIS are:
+ 676 i. PATRICIA\textsuperscript{14} LEWIS, born May 29, 1956.
+ 677 ii. CLAUDE SR. LEWIS, born July 12, 1957.
+ 678 iii. ANTHONY LEWIS, born August 29, 1958.

417. REATHER\textsuperscript{13} MALLET (FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB))\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 18, 1936, and died September 12, 1997 in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. She married (1) ROSCOE ALLEN. She met (2) MERRICK. She met (3) UNKNOWN.

Children of REATHER MALLET and ROSCOE ALLEN are:
+ 679 i. EUGENE\textsuperscript{14} MALLET.
+ 680 ii. TYRONE MALLET.
+ 681 iii. TROY JOSEPH ALLEN.
+ 682 iv. WAYNE CHARLES ALLEN.
+ 683 v. RONALD JAMES ALLEN.

Child of REATHER MALLET and MERRICK is:
+ 684 i. GWENDOLYN FAYE\textsuperscript{14} ALLEN.

Child of REATHER MALLET and UNKNOWN is:
+ 685 i. KENNETH “BO”\textsuperscript{14} MALLET, born November 08, 1956 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.

418. BURLEY\textsuperscript{13} MALLET (FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB))\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born August 18, 1938. He married DIANA FRANKLIN. She was born September 17, 1939.

Children of BURLEY MALLET and DIANA FRANKLIN are:
686 i. BURLEY JR.\textsuperscript{14} MALLET.
687 ii. NATHANIEL MALLET.
688 iii. TIMOTHY MALLET.
419. FREDERICK13 MALLET (FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN
BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born 1939. He married MARY BEE (UNKNOWN).

Children of FREDERICK MALLET and MARY (UNKNOWN) are:
693 i. NICOLE14 MALLET.
694 ii. SEAN DENISE MALLET.

420. JOEL13 MALLET (FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN
BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born November 22, 1943, and died February 2007. He married VICTORINE
TAYLOR.

Child of JOEL MALLET and VICTORINE TAYLOR is:

421. RAYFIELD13 MALLET (FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN
BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born May 09, 1945. He married GLORIA JEAN HOOKFIN, daughter of HOLLIS
HOOKFIN and WILLIE RAMSEY. She was born November 02, 1951.

Children of RAYFIELD MALLE and GLORIA HOOKFIN are:
697 ii. DEIDRE MALLET, born March 04, 1981.

422. CHARLES SR13 MALLET (FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN
BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born July 20, 1947. He married FANNIE BANKS.

Child of CHARLES MALLET and FANNIE BANKS is:

423. VERGIE LEE13 MALLET (SAMUEL(SAM)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN
BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married ERNEST BANKS.

Children of VERGIE MALLET and ERNEST BANKS are:
699 i. TONY14 BANKS.
700 ii. VANESSA BANKS.
701 iii. DARYL BANKS. He married COURTNEY.
702 iv. MICHAEL BANKS.
703 v. PAMELA "TISH" BANKS.
424. VENEDIA\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{T} (SAMUEL(SAM)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married LAWRENCE SCOTT.

Children of VENEDIA MALLE\textsuperscript{T} and LAWRENCE SCOTT are:

\begin{itemize}
  \item 704 i. LAWRENCE SCOTT\textsuperscript{14} JR.
  \item 705 ii. BRENDA SCOTT.
  \item 706 iii. SANDRA "TAMMY" SCOTT.
  \item 707 iv. VALERIE SCOTT.
\end{itemize}

425. ALEAN\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{T} (SAMUEL(SAM)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married JAMES HARPER. He was born November 07, 1933 in ATLANTA, TEXAS, and died April 12, 2001 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Children of ALEAN MALLE\textsuperscript{T} and JAMES HARPER are:

\begin{itemize}
  \item 708 i. GWENDOLYN\textsuperscript{14} HARPER. She married MR KEENER.
  \item 709 ii. CONNIE HARPER. She married MR WATKINS.
\end{itemize}

426. AUDREY\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{T} (SAMUEL(SAM)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married ARTHUR HOLMES.

Children of AUDREY MALLE\textsuperscript{T} and ARTHUR HOLMES are:

\begin{itemize}
  \item + 710 i. MARVIN\textsuperscript{14} HOLMES.
  \item 711 ii. MONEDIA HOLMES.
\end{itemize}

427. MABEL\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{T} (SAMUEL(SAM)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married MURPHY GREEN.

Child of MABEL MALLE\textsuperscript{T} and MURPHY GREEN is:

\begin{itemize}
  \item 712 i. MURPHY GREEN\textsuperscript{14} JR.
\end{itemize}

428. MARY ANN\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{T} (SAMUEL(SAM)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married (1) JAMES DUNCAN. She married (2) WILLIE SIMON.

Children of MARY MALLE\textsuperscript{T} and JAMES DUNCAN are:

\begin{itemize}
  \item 713 i. ANDRE DAMOND\textsuperscript{14} MALLE, died April 19, 2007 in HOUSTON, TX..
  \item 714 ii. JAMES "BUBBA" DUNCAN.
\end{itemize}

429. LEE ALLEN\textsuperscript{13} MALLE\textsuperscript{T} (SAMUEL(SAM)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married WILLA
NED.

Children of LEE MALLET and WILLA NED are:

715 i. JARVIS MALLET.
716 ii. CORETTA MALLET.
717 iii. RICHARD MALLET.
718 iv. MEOEKE MALLET.
719 v. LEE MALLET JR.

431. DELORES MALLET (SAMUEL(SAM), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME)

Children of DELORES MALLET are:

720 i. LARON MALLET, born March 12, 1972.
721 ii. MARIDA MALLET, born December 27, 1974.
722 iii. KAMARA BIGHAM, born November 27, 1981.
723 iv. TRACY BIGHAM, born December 31, 1982.

433. CAROLYN MALLET (SAMUEL(SAM), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married TED SPIKES.

Child of CAROLYN MALLET and TED SPIKES is:

724 i. TED SPIKES JR.

434. LINDA MALLET (SAMUEL(SAM), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married BOB.

Child of LINDA MALLET and BOB is:

725 i. UNKNOWN

435. CALVIN MALLET (SAMUEL(SAM), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) He married UNKNOWN.

Child of CALVIN MALLET and UNKNOWN is:

726 i. UNKNOWN

436. EDGAR JR. CHARLES (HILDA (AUNT WILL), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born September 18, 1931 in WAXIA, LOUISIANA, and died March 26, 2003 in STARKS, LOUISIANA. He married (1) LEDOSIA HOLIMAN. He married (2) JOYCE ACHAN. She was born in WAXIA, LOUISIANA.

Child of EDGAR CHARLES and LEDOSIA HOLIMAN is:

  + 727 i. BETTY ANN CHARLES, born December 29, 1960.
Child of EDGAR CHARLES and JOYCE ACHAN is:
+ 728 i. LINDA M¹⁴ ACHAN, born August 21, 1957.

439. ANNIE MAE¹³ CHARLES (HILDA (AUNT WILL)¹² MALLEΤ, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born February 05, 1939. She married ALFRED ALLEN May 05, 1958 in WAXIA, LOUISIANA.

Children of ANNIE CHARLES and ALFRED ALLEN are:
+ 729 i. REGINALD¹⁴ ALLEN, born December 28, 1958 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.
+ 730 ii. BOBBY ALLEN, born October 23, 1959.
731 iii. KEVIN ALLEN, born July 19, 1964.

440. DOREATHA¹³ CHARLES (HILDA (AUNT WILL)¹² MALLEΤ, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born October 22, 1945 in WAXIA, LOUISIANA. She married LEROY COMEAUX.

Children of DOREATHA CHARLES and LEROY COMEAUX are:

441. LOIS ANN (LETHA ANN)¹³ CHARLES (HILDA (AUNT WILL)¹² MALLEΤ, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born October 22, 1945 in WAXIA, LOUISIANA. She married (1) ASON ALBERT. She married (2) MR. MCCOWIN.

Children of LOIS CHARLES and ASON ALBERT are:
+ 734 i. ROXANNE E.¹⁴ ALBERT, born July 20, 1965.

Child of LOIS CHARLES and MR. MCCOWIN is:
+ 735 i. GARY D¹⁴ MCCOWIN, born June 13, 1969.

449. NATALIE¹³ ARCENEAUX (ANTOINE¹², ROSA¹¹ MALLEΤ, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born September 19, 1938 in HOUSTON, TEXAS, and died December 22, 2005 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. She married JESSE J BROUSSARD.

Children of NATALIE ARCENEAUX and JESSE BROUSSARD are:
+ 736 i. MICHAEL ANTHONY¹⁴ BROUSSARD.
+ 737 ii. RETINA LYNN BROUSSARD, born March 03, 1962.

471. PHILLIP¹³ WILLIAMS (ANASIA¹² ARCENEAUX, ROSA¹¹ MALLEΤ, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹)
Child of PHILLIP WILLIAMS is:

738  i.  NICHOLAS14 WILLIAMS.

---

**Generation No. 14**

502. MARY ELLA14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1)

She married BELL.

Children of MARY RIDEAUX and BELL are:

739  i.  MARY ROSE15 BELL.
740  ii.  KENNETH BELL.
741  iii.  KERRY BELL.
742  iv.  RICHARD BELL.
743  v.  KATRINA BELL.
744  vi.  CHELSA BELL.
745  vii.  SHANIQUA BELL.
746  viii. PRECIOUS BELL.
747  ix.  RONALD BELL.
748  x.  DAVID BELL.
749  xi.  JUNIOR BELL.
750  xii. RICKY BELL.
751  xiii. RAYMOND BELL.
752  xiv. JOSEPH BELL.
753  xv.  CECIL BELL.
754  xvi. DANTE BELL.

503. MICHAEL ROY14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1)

He met (2) THOMAS. He met (3) COOLEY.

Child of MICHAEL ROY RIDEAUX is:

755  i.  LAURA ANN15 RIDEAUX.

Child of MICHAEL RIDEAUX and THOMAS is:

756  i.  ANGELINE THOMAS15 RIDEAUX.

Children of MICHAEL RIDEAUX and COOLEY are:

757  i.  RACHEAL COOLEY15 RIDEAUX.
758  ii.  JAYLON COOLEY RIDEAUX.

504. SHIRLEY14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1)

She married JOSEPH NOEL.

Children of SHIRLEY RIDEAUX and JOSEPH NOEL are:

759  i.  PATRICK15 NOEL.
760  ii.  NORMA JANE NOEL.
761  iii.  MELISSA NOEL.
762  iv.  KEITH NOEL.
763  v.  ROBERT NOEL.
764  vi.  JESSIE NOEL.
505. JOYCE ANN14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(ii)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married ROGER THOMPSON.

Children of JOYCE RIDEAUX and ROGER THOMPSON are:
   765 i. LISA MARIE13 THOMPSON.
   766 ii. SHEILA MARIE THOMPSON.
   767 iii. JACOB THOMPSON.

506. JOSEPHINE14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(ii)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married ALVIN ALBERT.

Children of JOSEPHINE RIDEAUX and ALVIN ALBERT are:
   768 i. EDWARD15 ALBERT.
   769 ii. RYAN JACOB ALBERT.
   + 770 iii. ELIZABETH ALBERT.

507. GLORIA14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(ii)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married HOWARD JAMES SR ALBERT.

Children of GLORIA RIDEAUX and HOWARD ALBERT are:
   771 i. KEVIN LEE15 ALBERT.
   772 ii. KARISTA ALBERT.
   773 iii. MARISSA ALBERT.
   774 iv. KENNETH ALBERT.
   + 775 v. HOWARD JAMES JR ALBERT.
   + 776 vi. TIMOTHY ALBERT.

508. CAROLYN14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(ii)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married WALSON.

Child of CAROLYN RIDEAUX and WALSON is:
   + 777 i. PHIBRINA15 WALSON.

509. PATRICIA14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(ii)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married KERRY SR OFFORD.

Children of PATRICIA RIDEAUX and KERRY OFFORD are:
   778 i. KERRY JR15 OFFORD.
   + 779 ii. DARELL OFFORD.
   780 iii. APRIL OFFORD.

510. HENRY14 RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET,
EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN
BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER,
GUILUAME

Children of HENRY RIDEAUX are:

  781  i.  HENRY JR RIDEAUX.
  782  ii.  MARK RIDEAUX.
  783  iii.  CAROLINE RIDEAUX.
  784  iv.  TRACY RIDEAUX.
  785  v.  TERRY RIDEAUX.
  786  vi.  BARBARA RIDEAUX.
  787  vii.  BEVERLY RIDEAUX.

511. RAY W RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE ZACHARY, EVA MALLE,
EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH,
JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN,
OLIVER, GUILUAME)

He married CAROLINE.

Children of RAY RIDEAUX and CAROLINE are:

  788  i.  JOSHUA RIDEAUX.
  789  ii.  ARTHUR RIDEAUX.
  790  iii.  RAY W JR RIDEAUX.
  791  iv.  BELINDA RIDEAUX.
  792  v.  FELICE RIDEAUX.
  793  vi.  VICKY RIDEAUX.

512. JOSEPH FRANK JR RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE ZACHARY, EVA
MALLE, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE,
JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE,
JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME)

Child of JOSEPH FRANK JR RIDEAUX is:

  +  794  i.  JOSEPH FRANK III RIDEAUX.

513. JAMES SR RIDEAUX (JOSEPHINE ZACHARY, EVA MALLE,
EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH,
JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN,
OLIVER, GUILUAME)

Children of JAMES SR RIDEAUX are:

  795  i.  JAMES JR RIDEAUX.
  796  ii.  BRANDY RIDEAUX.
  797  iii.  JEREMY RIDEAUX.

520. PETER MALLET (ROBERT, ALBERT, EDMOND, ABRAM,
HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE,
JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER,
GUILUAME)

Children of PETER MALLET are:

  798  i.  CHARLENE RUBIN MALLET.
  799  ii.  DARLENE RUBIN MALLET.

550. WALTER JR MALLET (WALTER (BOO DAD), ALBERT
EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH,
JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN,
OLIVER, GUILUAME)

He married MILDRED BROUSSARD.
Children of WALTER MALLET and MILDRED BROUSSARD are:

800  i.  WALTER JOSEPH III15 MALLET.
801  ii.  JAMES HENRY MALLET.
+ 802  iii.  ALISA FAYE MALLET.
803  iv.  BRIAN KEITH MALLET.

567.  ELBA JR.14 SIVERAND (ELOISE13 ANDRUS, CECIL12 MALLET, SIMON11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born October 01, 1962. He married PAULA ANN. She was born July 15, 1963.

Children of ELBA SIVERAND and PAULA ANN are:

804  i.  JOHN15 SIVERAND, born September 08, 1983.
805  ii.  MARY SIVERAND, born August 18, 1985.
806  iii.  TRAINA SIVERAND, born September 17, 1987.

568.  MERRICK14 SIVERAND (ELOISE13 ANDRUS, CECIL12 MALLET, SIMON11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born October 26, 1963. He married JENNIFER COLLIGAN May 25, 1991 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA. She was born December 28, 1965.

Children of MERRICK SIVERAND and JENNIFER COLLIGAN are:

808  i.  CHRISTOPHER15 SIVERAND, born October 29, 1985.
809  ii.  CHRISTINA SIVERAND, born September 17, 1989.
810  iii.  MIRANDA SIVERAND, born September 01, 1993.

569.  BILLY14 SIVERAND (ELOISE13 ANDRUS, CECIL12 MALLET, SIMON11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born December 05, 1964 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana. He married MARGARET.

Children of BILLY SIVERAND and MARGARET are:

811  i.  VANESSA15 SIVERAND.
812  ii.  LYNETTE SIVERAND.
813  iii.  RAQEL SIVERAND.
814  iv.  STEPHANIE SIVERAND.
815  v.  JESSICA SIVERAND.
816  vi.  KEANA SIVERAND.
817  vii.  KENYATTA SIVERAND.
818  viii.  TITUS SIVERAND.

570.  ANGELA14 SIVERAND (ELOISE13 ANDRUS, CECIL12 MALLET, SIMON11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born June 12, 1966 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana. She married JOHN SULLIVAN MEYERS June 01, 1991 in PALMETTO, LOUISIANA. He was born July 14, 1969 in OPELOUSAS.

Children of ANGELA SIVERAND and JOHN MEYERS are:

571. **LEO**\(^{14}\) **SIVERAND** (ELOISE\(^{13}\) ANDRUS, CECIL\(^{12}\) Mallet, SIMON\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) was born June 16, 1969 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana. He married **LISA** April 07, 1999 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA. She was born July 22, 1968 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.

Children of LEO SIVERAND and LISA are:

- **i. CASEY**\(^{15}\) **SIVERAND**, born May 24, 1992.
- **iii. ALYSSA SIVERAND**, born April 03, 2002.

572. **DEBRA ANN**\(^{14}\) **JACKSON** (VANETTA\(^{13}\) ANDRUS, CECIL\(^{12}\) Mallet, SIMON\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) was born May 06, 1958 in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. She married **IRVING JOHNSON**. He was born in MISSISSIPPI, and died 1996 in EVANSTON, ILLINOIS.

Children of DEBRA JACKSON and IRVING JOHNSON are:

- **i. HARMONEE MARIE**\(^{15}\) **VALENTINE**, born October 15, 1985.

573. **EMMETT**\(^{14}\) **MUCKEROY** (VANETTA\(^{13}\) ANDRUS, CECIL\(^{12}\) Mallet, SIMON\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) was born March 16, 1963 in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. He married **TELFIA HAYS**. She was born April 13, 1964 in ALTUS, OKLAHOMA.

Children of EMMETT MUCKEROY and TELFIA HAYS are:

- **i. JHA'ROD C.**\(^{15}\) **MUCKEROY**, born December 28, 1989.

574. **SONJA PATRICE**\(^{14}\) **MUCKEROY** (VANETTA\(^{13}\) ANDRUS, CECIL\(^{12}\) Mallet, SIMON\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) was born March 18, 1971. She married **EDWARD MILLER** November 08, 2004 in CEDAR HILL, TEXAS. He was born September 13, 1968.

Children of SONJA MUCKEROY and EDWARD MILLER are:

- **i. MARCUS PARNELL**\(^{15}\) **MILLER**, born January 01, 1988.
- **iii. LEAH MILLER**, born July 09, 1996.

575. **BEVERLY ANN**\(^{14}\) **ROBERTSON** (EVERLY\(^{13}\) Mallet, HENRY\(^{12}\), MEDERIC\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) was born June 07, 1958 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana. She married **CARL GILLIAM** October 31, 2000 in NEW IBERIA, LOUISIANA. He was born August 03, 1961 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.
Children of BEVERLY ROBERTSON and CARL GILLIAM are:

834  i.  WALTER DAVIS.
835  ii.  JOSEPH DAVIS.
836  iii.  ROSALYN DAVIS.
837  iv.  CARLOS DAVIS.

576. OLEATHA HENRY (LAWRENCE, ALFRED MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born June 06, 1957 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. She married NATHAN M. ANDERSON November 15, 1986 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS. He was born August 29, 1957 in BRYAN, TEXAS.

Children of OLEATHA HENRY and NATHAN ANDERSON are:

838  i.  TONYA ANDERSON, born November 09, 1970.
840  iii.  COREY LAWRENCE ANDERSON, born November 07, 1974.

577. DOUGLAS EDWARD HENRY (LAWRENCE, ALFRED MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born May 09, 1962 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. He married CHAUNCY LYNN August 18, 1984 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS. She was born February 20, 1962 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS.

Children of DOUGLAS HENRY and CHAUNCY LYNN are:

841  i.  DOUGLAS JR. HENRY, born December 13, 1984 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS.
842  ii.  JORDAN HENRY, born April 30, 1991 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS.
843  iii.  AQUA HENRY, born October 09, 1997 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS.

578. STEPHANIE ANN HENRY (LAWRENCE, ALFRED MALLET, MEDERIC, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born April 05, 1965. She married GEORGE EDDIE RANDLE November 07, 1992 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS. He was born February 13, 1961 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS.

Child of STEPHANIE HENRY and GEORGE RANDLE is:

844  i.  RAMONE RANDLE, born March 31, 1989 in BEAUMONT, TEXAS.

615. GENEVIEVE ANNE MALLET (ALOYSIUS, NAPOLEON, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born November 13, 1940 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. She married ABNER BERTRAND BROWN October 02, 1965 in KINDER, LOUISIANA, son of LOYD BROWN and BEATRICE DONALDSON. He was born January 20, 1942 in DEQUINCY, LOUISIANA.

Children of GENEVIEVE MALLET and ABNER BROWN are:

846  ii.  ALVIN DUANE BROWN, born April 18, 1971.
616. EUGENE ALOYSIUS14 MALLET (ALOYSIUS13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born September 12, 1944 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. He married PATRICIA CHENIER September 23, 1967 in DEQUINCY, LOUISIANA, daughter of ALFRED CHENIER and ELVA ROBERTS. She was born February 25, 1946 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA. OPEL CH.

Children of EUGENE MALLET and PATRICIA CHENIER are:
847  i.  CEDRIC GERARD15 MALLET, born July 27, 1968 in EUNICE LOUISIANA. He married LISA DONNETTE ANTHONY April 17, 1999 in SUGARLAND, TEXAS; born April 25, 1967 in BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.
848  ii.  PATRICK MALLET, born June 25, 1970 in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA.
849  iii.  AARON PAUL MALLET, born October 29, 1972 in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA.
850  iv.  ALISHA MICHELLE MALLET, born November 19, 1977 in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA.

617. CLARENCE CHARLES14 MALLET (ALOYSIUS13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born January 02, 1947 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. He married GLORIA GAY GIBBS May 21, 1977 in HOUSTON, TX. She was born June 04, 1947 in AUSTIN, TX.

Children of CLARENCE MALLET and GLORIA GIBBS are:
851  i.  ALANA RACHELLE15 MALLET, born July 17, 1978 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.
+  852  ii.  DAVID CHRISTOPHER MALLET, born January 24, 1980 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

618. JOHN EARL14 MALLET (ALOYSIUS13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born July 26, 1948 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. He married MARY EVELYN JOUBERT December 05, 1970 in KINDER, LOUISIANA, daughter of EZEKIEL JOUBERT and MARY COLE. She was born June 12, 1952 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.

Children of JOHN MALLET and MARY JOUBERT are:
+  853  i.  URSULA YVONNE15 MALLET, born November 16, 1971 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.
854  ii.  JOHN ADRIAN MALLET, born February 08, 1978.
855  iii.  JORDAN ANTHONY MALLET, born April 13, 1983.

620. RICKY14 MATTHEWS (AUSTRAILIA13 MALLET, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born in LAKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA. He married (1) MARY THOMAS. He married (2) LENA MAE.

Children of RICKY MATTHEWS and MARY THOMAS are:
856  i.  DEMERIC LYDELL15 MATTHEWS.
857  ii.  ADRIAN MICHAEL MATTHEWS.

Children of RICKY MATTHEWS and LENA MAE are:
858  i.  JEFFREY M.15 MATTHEWS.
859  ii.  FELICIA SIMONE MATTHEWS.
621. SUSAN GEARL14 MATTHEWS (AUSTRALIA13 MALLET, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married JONATHAN SYKES.

Children of SUSAN MATTHEWS and JONATHAN SYKES are:
860 i. ALEXIS15 SYKES.
861 ii. REGINALD SYKES.

623. BARBARA JEAN14 MATTHEWS (AUSTRALIA13 MALLET, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born December 10, 1943 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. She married REUBEN IKE SR FIELDS. He was born August 23, 1942.

Children of BARBARA MATTHEWS and REUBEN FIELDS are:
+ 862 i. TRACI MARIE15 FIELDS, born August 26, 1967 in OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
+ 863 ii. REUBEN JR FIELDS, born July 19, 1971 in OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

625. ANDREA CECILIA14 MALLET (ANDREW ANTHONY13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born May 18, 1954 in Los Angeles, California. She married DANIEL SR. REESE.

Children of ANDREA MALLET and DANIEL REESE are:
864 i. DANIEL JR.15 REESE, born October 04, 1981.

628. TUNESSA14 MALLET (VERNON LEE13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married DON PRICE.

Child of TUNESSA MALLET and DON PRICE is:

630. DENITA14 MALLET (VERNON LEE13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) Children of DENITA MALLET are:
867 i. MARIEL15 BROWN, born June 12, 1997.
868 ii. MARIANA BROWN, born July 02, 1996.
869 iii. MAKAIYA DAVIS, born December 20, 2002.

631. MARVA DEAN14 MALLET (OTIS13, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born September 06, 1956 in KINDER, LOUISIANA.
Children of MARVA DEAN MALLET are:
870 i. ALVIN TREMANE MALLET. He married DANIELLE NAVARETTE.
871 ii. CALVIN JERMANE MALLET.
872 iii. TARIK MALLET.
873 iv. BRYANNA MALLET.
874 v. DEANNA MALLET.

632. CAROL DENISE MALLET (OTIS, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born November 20, 1962 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. She married ANDRUS SPARKS February 28, 1994 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. He was born April 01, 1956.

Children of CAROL MALLET and ANDRUS SPARKS are:
875 i. ADRIANNA JANAY SPARKS, born October 27, 1995.
877 iii. CATHERINE SPARKS.

633. OTIS JR. MALLET (OTIS, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born July 21, 1955 in PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS. He married GWENDOLYN COLVIN. She was born June 22, 1960 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. He married GWENDOLYN COLVIN. She was born June 22, 1960 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Children of OTIS MALLET and GWENDOLYN COLVIN are:
878 i. TIFFANY SADE MALLET, born July 01, 1988.
880 iii. TERRENCE OTIS MALLET, born July 26, 1999.

636. WONDA LEE BLACK (ALBERTHA MARIE, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born January 01, 1959 in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. She married HAROLD EDWARD SR. THOMAS.

Children of WONDA BLACK and HAROLD THOMAS are:
882 i. HAROLD EDWARD JR. THOMAS, born January 15, 1979 in BAYTOWN, TEXAS.
883 ii. HERON RICHARD THOMAS, born May 13, 1981 in BAYTOWN, TEXAS.
884 iii. HAMMOND LECHARD THOMAS, born February 19, 1984 in BAYTOWN, TEXAS.

637. RAYMOND JOE BLACK (ALBERTHA MARIE, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born November 02, 1956 in NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. He married SHEILA.

Children of RAYMOND BLACK and SHEILA are:
885 i. RAYMOND JR. BLACK.
886 ii. RODNEY BLACK.

638. ANN MARIE BLACK (ALBERTHA MARIE, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE, JEAN BAPTISTE, RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME)
(JOSEPH)\(^{12}\), ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fii)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\) was born August 21, 1955. She married HENRY GREEN.

Child of ANN BLACK and HENRY GREEN is:
+  887  i.  RODERICK\(^{13}\) GREEN, born February 06, 1978.

639. ANDREW\(^{14}\) BLACK (ALBERTHA MARIE\(^{13}\) MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\(^{12}\), ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fii)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) He married BARBARA.

Children of ANDREW BLACK and BARBARA are:
  888  i.  ANDREW JR\(^{15}\) BLACK.
  889  ii.  KEVIN BLACK.
  890  iii.  EMMANUEL BLACK.

640. AUSTIN JOSEPH\(^{14}\) RIDEAU (GERTRUDE\(^{13}\) MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\(^{12}\), ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fii)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) He married ERMA LEE.

Children of AUSTIN RIDEAU and ERMA LEE are:
  891  i.  AUSTIN JR\(^{15}\) RIDEAU.
+  892  ii.  KEVIN BLACK.
  893  iii.  MICHAEL ONEAL RIDEAU.
+  894  iv.  NICHOLAS DEON RIDEAU.

643. ROYNELL\(^{14}\) RIDEAU (GERTRUDE\(^{13}\) MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\(^{12}\), ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fii)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) He married PAULINE POLLARD.

Children of ROYNELL RIDEAU and PAULINE POLLARD are:
+  895  i.  ROYLA LATRICE\(^{15}\) RIDEAU.
  896  ii.  KIMBERLY NICOLE RIDEAU.
  897  iii.  ROYNELL JR. RIDEAU.

645. LOU CINDY\(^{14}\) RIDEAU (GERTRUDE\(^{13}\) MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\(^{12}\), ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\), JOSEPH\(^{7}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(fii)\(^{6}\), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\(^{5}\), RENE\(^{4}\), JEAN\(^{3}\), OLIVER\(^{2}\), GUILUAME\(^{1}\)) She married KELVIN JONES.

Children of LOU RIDEAU and KELVIN JONES are:
  898  i.  JACQUELINE DEVON\(^{15}\) RIDEAU.
  899  ii.  VELENCIA VELONDA RIDEAU. She married HERBERT C. SIMS May 27, 2006 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.
  900  iii.  ASHLEY RIDEAU.
  901  iv.  LESCOTIA CINEA RIDEAU.

646. MICHAELJAMES\(^{14}\) RIDEAU (GERTRUDE\(^{13}\) MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\(^{12}\), ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\(^{11}\), ABRAM\(^{10}\), HYPOLITE II\(^{9}\), HYPOLITE\(^{8}\),
JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) He married JUDY HIGHTOWER.

Children of MICHAEL JAMES RIDEAU and JUDY HIGHTOWER are:
902 i. MICHAEL JAMES JR.15 RIDEAU.
903 ii. COLYNCIA MICHELLE RIDEAU.

649. JAMES MILTON14 MALLET (ABRAHAM (JR. III)13, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) He married TAMMIE HERD.

Child of JAMES MALLET and TAMMIE HERD is:
904 i. AKIBBA15 MALLET. He married VICKY.

650. PATRICIA14 MALLET (ABRAHAM (JR. III)13, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married LARRY W OFFORD.

Child of PATRICIA MALLET and LARRY OFFORD is:
+ 905 i. JAI SEJA JAKI15 OFFORD.

651. ABRAHAM JR.14 MALLET (ABRAHAM (JR. III)13, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) died June 01, 2005 in OPELOUSAS, LOUISIANA. He married GWENDOLYN LEBLANC.

Children of ABRAHAM MALLET and GWENDOLYN LEBLANC are:
+ 906 i. SIMONA15 LEBLANC, born February 04, 1977 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana.
907 ii. JONAVON D. LEBLANC. He married SHANNON RIDEAUX.

652. DONALD14 MALLET (ABRAHAM (JR. III)13, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) He married DEBRA THOMAS.

Child of DONALD MALLET and DEBRA THOMAS is:
908 i. CAMERON MICHAEL15 MALLET.

654. DEBRA14 RIDEAUX (VIRGIE13 MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married RAY LEDAY.

Child of DEBRA RIDEAUX and RAY LEDAY is:
+ 909 i. SHAWN15 LEDAY.

655. TAMMIE14 RIDEAUX (VIRGIE13 MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12,
ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fiil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married BEN BRUNO.

Children of TAMMIE RIDEAUX and BEN BRUNO are:
   910 i. GERRELD¹⁵ BRUNO.
   911 ii. ERICA BRUNO.

656. BRENDA¹⁴ JONES (VIRGIE¹³ MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fiil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married RANDELL STOUTE.

Children of BRENDA JONES and RANDELL STOUTE are:
   912 i. RANDELL JR¹⁵ STOUTE.
   913 ii. MARSHARIKA STOUTE.

657. CECIL JR¹⁴ DAVIS (CECIL SR¹³, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)¹² MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fiil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) He married DEBRA DENBY.

Children of CECIL DAVIS and DEBRA DENBY are:
   914 i. JOHN¹⁵ DAVIS.
   915 ii. CECIL III DAVIS.
   916 iii. TANYA NUNEZ DAVIS.

658. JOYCE¹⁴ DAVIS (CECIL SR¹³, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)¹² MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fiil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married HARRY GUIDRY.

Children of JOYCE DAVIS and HARRY GUIDRY are:
   + 917 i. YVETTE¹⁵ GUIDRY.
   + 918 ii. SHANNON GUIDRY.

666. PAUL BRACKINS¹⁴ JR (MISSOURI¹³ MITCHELL, SEDONIA¹² MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fiil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married (1) SHOLITA. She married (2) BONITA.

Children of PAUL JR and SHOLITA are:
   919 i. PAUL¹⁵ BRACKINS III.
   920 ii. UNKNOWN.

Children of PAUL JR and BONITA are:
   921 i. UNKNOWN¹⁵.
   922 ii. UNKNOWN.

667. EDDIE LOGAN¹⁴ JR (LUCINDA¹³ MITCHELL, SEDONIA¹² MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷,
JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married BEVERLY.

Children of EDDIE JR and BEVERLY are:
+ 923     i.  EDDIE\textsuperscript{19} LOGAN III.
+ 924     ii. DEVONNA LOGAN.

668. CHARLES\textsuperscript{14} LOGAN (LUCINDA\textsuperscript{13} MITCHELL, SEDONIA\textsuperscript{12} MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married EARLENE MC CRAIN.

Children of CHARLES LOGAN and EARLENE MC CRAIN are:
+ 925     i.  CHARLES LOGAN\textsuperscript{15} JR.
+ 926     ii. MICHELLE LOGAN.

670. EVERETT "POOKIE"\textsuperscript{14} LOGAN (LUCINDA\textsuperscript{13} MITCHELL, SEDONIA\textsuperscript{12} MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married PHYLISS.

Children of EVERETT LOGAN and PHYLISS are:
927     i.  LAGWANDA\textsuperscript{15} LOGAN.
928     ii. DARRELL LOGAN.

671. BRENDA\textsuperscript{14} LOGAN (LUCINDA\textsuperscript{13} MITCHELL, SEDONIA\textsuperscript{12} MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married KENNETH BRIGGS SR.

Children of BRENDA LOGAN and KENNETH SR are:
929     i.  KENNETH BRIGGS\textsuperscript{15} JR.
+ 930     ii. QUINNETTA BRIGGS.
931     iii. QUINCY BRIGGS.
932     iv. QUINITA BRIGGS. She married SHAWN ROBERTS.

674. CATHERINE\textsuperscript{14} LOGAN (PEARLINE\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born January 18, 1956. She met CARROLL HILL.

Children of CATHERINE LOGAN and CAROLL HILL are:
+ 933     i.  RODERICK\textsuperscript{15} LOGAN, born May 13, 1976.
+ 934     ii. DARRELL LOGAN, born February 12, 1980.

676. PATRICIA\textsuperscript{14} LEWIS (ODELIA\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born May 29, 1956. She met (1) WARREN MITCHELL. She married (2) LIONEL SINGLETON'.
Child of PATRICIA LEWIS and WARREN MITCHELL is:
+ 935 i. MARK MITCHELL.

Children of PATRICIA LEWIS and LIONEL SINGLETON are:
+ 936 i. ALICIA LEWIS, born February 08, 1980.
+ 937 ii. TERRANCE LEWIS.

677. CLAUDE SR. LEWIS (ODELIA MALLE, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB) 12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR) 11, ABRAM 10, HYPOLITE II 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) was born July 12, 1957. He married SHEILA CAIN. She was born June 22, 1959.

Child of CLAUDE LEWIS and SHEILA CAIN is:
+ 938 i. CLAUDE JR. LEWIS, born September 22, 1978.

678. ANTHONY LEWIS (ODELIA MALLE, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB) 12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR) 11, ABRAM 10, HYPOLITE II 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) was born August 29, 1958. He married LINDA SINGLETON.

Children of ANTHONY LEWIS and LINDA SINGLETON are:
+ 939 i. KRISHELL LEWIS, born August 27, 1977.
+ 940 ii. YOLANDA LEWIS, born May 01, 1980.
+ 941 iii. TITANTIA SINGLETON, born October 29, 1982.

679. EUGENE MALLET (REATHER 13, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB) 12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR) 11, ABRAM 10, HYPOLITE II 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) He married (1) SHARON CAIN. He married (2) GWENDOLYN PICOU.

Children of EUGENE MALLET and SHARON CAIN are:
942 i. EUGENE MALLET JR.
943 ii. KEVIN MALLET.

Child of EUGENE MALLET and GWENDOLYN PICOU is:
944 i. WHITLEY PICOU.

680. TYRONE MALLET (REATHER 13, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB) 12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR) 11, ABRAM 10, HYPOLITE II 9, HYPOLITE 8, JOSEPH 7, JEAN BAPTISTE (fil) 6, JEAN BAPTISTE (PERE) 5, RENE 4, JEAN 3, OLIVER 2, GUILUAME 1) He married (1) MICHELLE CAIN. He married (2) ANNETTE JOHNSON.

Child of TYRONE MALLET and MICHELLE CAIN is:
+ 945 i. ERIC CAIN.

Children of TYRONE MALLET and ANNETTE JOHNSON are:
+ 946 i. TASHA JOHNSON.
682. WAYNE CHARLES\textsuperscript{14} ALLEN (REATHER\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married (1) PATRICIA MINOR. He married (2) TASHA MILES.

Children of WAYNE ALLEN and PATRICIA MINOR are:

948 i. WAYNE\textsuperscript{15} MINOR.
949 ii. JONQUEL MINOR.
950 iii. RYAN MINOR.

Children of WAYNE ALLEN and TASHA MILES are:

951 i. ASHLEY\textsuperscript{13} MILES.
952 ii. MARQUEL MILES.

683. RONALD JAMES\textsuperscript{14} ALLEN (REATHER\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married JACKIE ANDRES.

Children of RONALD ALLEN and JACKIE ANDRES are:

+ 953 i. MONDREANA\textsuperscript{15} ANDREWS.
+ 954 ii. ESPERANDA ANDREWS.

684. GWENDOLYN FAYE\textsuperscript{14} ALLEN (REATHER\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married (1) KARL CHAMBERS. She married (2) JULUIS WILKERSON.

Child of GWENDOLYN ALLEN and KARL CHAMBERS is:

955 i. KRISTOPHER\textsuperscript{15} CHAMBERS.

Child of GWENDOLYN ALLEN and JULUIS WILKERSON is:

956 i. KALEB\textsuperscript{15} WILKERSON.

685. KENNETH "BO"\textsuperscript{14} MALLET (REATHER\textsuperscript{13}, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born November 08, 1956 in LAFAYETTE, Louisiana. He married ROCHELLE CLOWES August 05, 1989 in ATLANTA,GA. She was born April 17, 1967 in FT. WAYNE, IN.

Child of KENNETH MALLET and ROCHELLE CLOWES is:

957 i. SHAWN DONTA\textsuperscript{15} MALLET, born September 20, 1990.

689. MASHELIA\textsuperscript{14} MALLET (BURLEY\textsuperscript{13}, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7},
JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married OTIS BOWMAN.

Children of MASHELIA MALLE and OTIS BOWMAN are:

958  i. OTIS BOWMAN¹⁵ JR.
959  ii. TERESA BOWMAN.

690. SHAWANDA¹⁴ MALLE (BURLEY¹³, FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married UNKNOWN.

Child of SHAWANDA MALLE and UNKNOWN is:

960  i. Kim¹⁵.

695. DANIELLE¹⁴ MALLE (JOEL¹³, FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born November 30, 1973.

Children of DANIELLE MALLE are:

961  i. LANCE¹⁵ DIGGINS, born February 20, 1993.
962  ii. AALIYAH ANDERSON, born 1997.
963  iii. ADELIA ANDERSON, born 1999.

696. DERRICK¹⁴ MALLE (RAYFIELD¹³, FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born January 25, 1971. He married (1) SHONDA ROBINSON. He married (2) UNKNOWN. He married (3) TIFFANY WEBB. He married (4) LATISHA.

Child of DERRICK MALLE and SHONDA ROBINSON is:

966  i. DERRICK¹⁵ ROBINSON, born August 14, 1991.

Child of DERRICK MALLE and UNKNOWN is:

967  i. RONNIE¹⁵.

Child of DERRICK MALLE and TIFFANY WEBB is:

968  i. BRIAN¹⁵ WEBB.

Child of DERRICK MALLE and LATISHA is:

969  i. KAYLA¹⁵ MALLE.

698. CHARLES MALLET¹⁴ JR. (CHARLES SR¹³ MALLE, FREDERICK ( UNCLE BUB )¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born February 15, 1973. He married (1) SHEREE
KEASLEY. He married (2) LATISHA.

Child of CHARLES JR. and SHEREE KEASLEY is:
  970 i. CHELSI MALLET, born August 31, 1995.

699. TONY BANKS (VERGIE LEE MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) He married DORIS.

Children of TONY BANKS and DORIS are:
  + 971 i. ERICA BANKS.
  + 972 ii. ERIC BANKS.

700. VANESSA BANKS (VERGIE LEE MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married (1) UNKNOWN. She married (2) LIONEL SINGLETON. She married (3) UNKNOWN.

Child of VANESSA BANKS and UNKNOWN is:
  973 i. RANDY BANKS.

Child of VANESSA BANKS and LIONEL SINGLETON is:
  974 i. UNKNOWN.

703. PAMELA "TISH" BANKS (VERGIE LEE MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married UNKNOWN.

Child of PAMELA BANKS and UNKNOWN is:
  975 i. UNKNOWN.

710. MARVIN HOLMES (AUDREY MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1)

Children of MARVIN HOLMES are:
  + 976 i. TERREL MOMON.
  + 977 ii. L'MARLYN LEMONS.

727. BETTY ANN CHARLES (EDGAR JR., HILDA (AUNT WILL) MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born December 29, 1960.

Children of BETTY ANN CHARLES are:
  978 i. NIKISHA CHARLES, born July 29, 1980.
  979 ii. CHRISTOPHER CHARLES, born November 16, 1982.
728. LINDA M14 ACHAN (EDGAR JR.13 CHARLES, HILDA (AUNT WILL)12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born August 21, 1957.

Children of LINDA M ACHAN are:
980 i. TRACY15 ACHAN, born August 27, 1980.
981 ii. ASHLEY ACHAN, born September 24, 1985.
982 iii. ERROL JAMAAL ACHAN, born June 06, 1977.
983 iv. CHRISTOPHER FONTENOT, born December 25, 1981.

729. REGINALD14 ALLEN (ANNIE MAE13 CHARLES, HILDA (AUNT WILL)12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born December 28, 1958 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. He married DEBRA BETINA LAND May 31, 1987 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. She was born September 24, 1956 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Children of REGINALD ALLEN and DEBRA LAND are:
984 i. MARLON BRETT15 ALLEN, born November 11, 1987.
985 ii. MEGHAN PENIEL ALLEN, born February 14, 1989.
986 iii. MARISSA LEANN ALLEN, born August 31, 1996.

730. BOBBY14 ALLEN (ANNIE MAE13 CHARLES, HILDA (AUNT WILL)12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born October 23, 1959. He married MONIQUE DESHAWN ANDERSON. She was born September 16, 1970 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Children of BOBBY ALLEN and MONIQUE ANDERSON are:
988 i. ISAAC AARON15 ALLEN, born March 30, 1998.

732. SANDRA D.14 COMEAUX (DOREATHA13 CHARLES, HILDA (AUNT WILL)12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born October 22, 1961. She married GREGORY SR. WALKER.

Children of SANDRA COMEAUX and GREGORY WALKER are:
+ 991 i. LATONYA DENISE15 COMEAUX, born April 15, 1981.

734. ROXANNE E.14 ALBERT (LOIS ANN (LETHA ANN)13 CHARLES, HILDA (AUNT WILL)12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born July 20, 1965.

Children of ROXANNE E. ALBERT are:
993 i. QUINTELLA C.15 ALBERT, born October 1982 in HOUSTON, TEXAS; died November 18, 2002
in HOUSTON, TEXAS.


735. GARY D MCCOWIN (LOIS ANN (LETHA ANN) CHARLES, HILDA (AUNT WILL) MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR) ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born June 13, 1969.

Children of GARY D MCCOWIN are:

i. DOMINIQUE MONEE MCCOWIN, born August 01, 1997.

ii. MAYA NICOLE MCCOWIN, born December 21, 1999.

737. RETINA LYNN BROUSSARD (NATALIE ARCENEAUX, ANTOINE, ROSA MALLET, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) was born March 03, 1962. She married (1) PETER JR. SIMIEN. She married (2) PETER SIMIEN, JR June 19, 1982 in HOUSTON, Texas, son of PETER SIMIEN and MARY LONDO. He was born November 04, 1957 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Children of RETINA BROUSSARD and PETER SIMIEN are:

i. PETER (III) SIMIEN.

ii. JESSICA SIMIEN.

Children of RETINA BROUSSARD and PETER SIMIEN are:

i. PETER III SIMIEN, born February 15, 1986.

ii. JESSICA DIANE SIMIEN, born December 05, 1987.

770. ELIZABETH ALBERT (JOSEPHINE RIDEAUX, JOSEPHINE ZACHARY, EVA MALLET, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) She married RANDALL HUMPHRIES.

Child of ELIZABETH ALBERT and RANDALL HUMPHRIES is:

i. SARAI HUMPHRIES.

775. HOWARD JAMES JR ALBERT (GLORIA RIDEAUX, JOSEPHINE ZACHARY, EVA MALLET, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME) He married LILLIAN ROMAR.

Children of HOWARD ALBERT and LILLIAN ROMAR are:

i. NATALIE ALBERT.

ii. HOWARD III ALBERT.

776. TIMOTHY ALBERT (GLORIA RIDEAUX, JOSEPHINE ZACHARY, EVA MALLET, EDMOND, ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITE, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GUILUAME, OLIVER, GUILUAME)
GUILLAME1) He married NATASHA.

Children of TIMOTHY ALBERT and NATASHA are:
1006 i. TIMOTHY R JR16 ALBERT.
1007 ii. BRITTNEY ALBERT.
1008 iii. BRAYLON ALBERT.
1009 iv. NICHOLAS ALBERT.
1010 v. TAYLOR WALSON ALBERT.

777. PHIBRINA15 WALSON (CAROLYN14 RIDEAUX, JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILLAME1) She married ALBERT.

Children of PHIBRINA WALSON and ALBERT are:
1011 i. ROLANDA16 ALBERT.
1012 ii. CHRISTINA ALBERT.

779. DARELL15 OFFORD (PATRICIA14 RIDEAUX, JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILLAME1)

Child of DARELL OFFORD is:
1013 i. DARELL JR16 OFFORD.

794. JOSEPH FRANK III15 RIDEAUX (JOSEPH FRANK JR14, JOSEPHINE13 ZACHARY, EVA12 MALLET, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILLAME1)

Child of JOSEPH FRANK III RIDEAUX is:
1014 i. JOSEPH FRANK IV16 RIDEAUX.

802. ALISA FAYE15 MALLET (WALTER JR14, WALTER (BOO DAD)13, ALBERT12, EDMOND11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILLAME1) She married ERIC JACKSON.

Children of ALISA MALLET and ERIC JACKSON are:
1015 i. RYAN DALE16 MALLET.
1016 ii. DYLAN DALE MALLET.
1017 iii. TRE DALE MALLET.

852. DAVID CHRISTOPHER15 MALLET (CLARENCE CHARLES14, ALOYSIUS13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILLAME1) was born January 24, 1980 in HOUSTON, TEXAS. He married NICOLE WILLIS.

Child of DAVID MALLET and NICOLE WILLIS is:
1018 i. CHRISTOPHER NICOLAS16 MALLET, born June 19, 2003 in LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
853. URSULA YVONNE15 MALLET (JOHN EARL14, ALOYSIUS13, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born November 16, 1971 in KINDER, LOUISIANA. She married DAVID ROGERS October 03, 1998 in HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Children of URSULA MALLET and DAVID ROGERS are:
1019 i. CHRISTIAN XAVIER16 ROGERS, born December 31, 1998.
1020 ii. JONATHAN EARL ROGERS, born December 16, 1999.

862. TRACI MARIE15 FIELDS (BARBARA JEAN14 MATTHEWS, AUSTRALIA13 MALLET, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born August 26, 1967 in OMAHA, NEBRASKA. She married (1) JOHANN SCHMIT. She married (2) EDWARD LEWIS SHOBE August 13, 1994 in OMAHA, NEBRASKA. He was born March 20, 1963 in OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

Child of TRACI FIELDS and JOHANN SCHMIT is:
1021 i. ALEXANDRIA GABRIELLE16 SCHMIT, born June 12, 2002.

863. REUBEN JR15 FIELDS (BARBARA JEAN14 MATTHEWS, AUSTRALIA13 MALLET, NAPOLEON12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born July 19, 1971 in OMAHA, NEBRASKA. He married LAURA GARRET April 07, 1995 in FRANKLINGTON, LOUISIANA. She was born March 13, 1973 in OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

Children of REUBEN FIELDS and LAURA GARRET are:
1022 i. SERENITI16 FIELDS, born September 01, 1995.
1023 ii. SAKIA FIELDS, born March 14, 1997.

883. HERON RICHARD15 THOMAS (WONDA Lee14 BLACK, ALBERTHA MARIE13 MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born May 13, 1981 in BAYTOWN, TEXAS. He married KANSHAE CHRISTINE ROBINSON. She was born September 30, 1981 in THE PHILLIEANS.

Child of HERON THOMAS and KANSHAE ROBINSON is:
1024 i. JAYLON CHRISTIAN RICHARD16 THOMAS, born August 05, 2002.

885. RAYMOND JR15 BLACK (RAYMOND JOE14, ALBERTHA MARIE13 MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1)

Child of RAYMOND JR BLACK is:
1025 i. KALEB16 BLACK.
887. RODERICK\textsuperscript{15} GREEN (ANN MARIE\textsuperscript{14} BLACK, ALBERTHA MARIE\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 06, 1978.

Children of RODERICK GREEN are:

1026 i. RONNESHA PATRICE\textsuperscript{16} ROBERTS, born May 21, 1999.
1027 ii. DAIJA DANIELLE GREEN, born November 21, 2000.

892. FELICIA RENEE\textsuperscript{15} RIDEAU (AUSTIN JOSEPH\textsuperscript{14}, GERTRUDE\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) She married DANIEL GUIDRY.

Children of FELICIA RIDEAU and DANIEL GUIDRY are:

1028 i. MARQUETTE\textsuperscript{16} GUIDRY.
1029 ii. DANIEL JR GUIDRY.
1030 iii. AUSTIN GUIDRY.

894. NICHOLAS DEON\textsuperscript{15} RIDEAU (AUSTIN JOSEPH\textsuperscript{14}, GERTRUDE\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1})

Child of NICHOLAS DEON RIDEAU is:

1031 i. NICHOLAS JR RIDEAU.

895. ROYLA LATRICE\textsuperscript{15} RIDEAU (ROYNELL\textsuperscript{14}, GERTRUDE\textsuperscript{13} MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1})

Child of ROYLA LATRICE RIDEAU are:

1032 i. THATHER\textsuperscript{16} RIDEAU.
1033 ii. JUSTIN RIDEAU.

905. JAI SEJA JAKI\textsuperscript{15} OFFORD (PATRICIA\textsuperscript{14} MALLET, ABRAHAM (JR. III)\textsuperscript{13}, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) He married SHIRLEY LEMELLE.

Child of JAI OFFORD and SHIRLEY LEMELLE is:

1034 i. JAKILYN\textsuperscript{16} OFFORD.

906. SIMONA\textsuperscript{15} LEBLANC (ABRAHAM JR.\textsuperscript{14}, MALLET, ABRAHAM (JR. III)\textsuperscript{13}, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)\textsuperscript{12}, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)\textsuperscript{11}, ABRAM\textsuperscript{10}, HYPOLITE II\textsuperscript{9}, HYPOLITE\textsuperscript{8}, JOSEPH\textsuperscript{7}, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)\textsuperscript{6}, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)\textsuperscript{5}, RENE\textsuperscript{4}, JEAN\textsuperscript{3}, OLIVER\textsuperscript{2}, GUILUAME\textsuperscript{1}) was born February 04, 1977 in LAFAYETTE,
Louisiana. She married **WARREN SIMS**. He was born August 02, 1981.

Children of SIMONA LEBLANC and WARREN SIMS are:

1035 i. DIAMOND16 LEBLANC.
1036 ii. ARMAUND SIMS.
1037 iii. ALAISHA SIMS.

909. **SHAWN15 LEDAY** (DEBRA14 RIDEAUX, VIRGIE13 MALLET, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) He married **YASHIRA ROSSADO**.

Child of SHAWN LEDAY and YASHIRA ROSSADO is:

1038 i. ARIANA16 LEDAY.

917. **YVETTE15 GUIDRY** (JOYCE14 DAVIS, CECIL SR13, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1)

Children of YVETTE GUIDRY are:

1039 i. TAYVEON16 GUIDRY.
1040 ii. KEYAIRA DESARAI DISMUKE.
1041 iii. TAKEYRA TAR ESTER.

918. **SHANNON15 GUIDRY** (JOYCE14 DAVIS, CECIL SR13, ABRAHAM (JOSEPH)12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1)

Children of SHANNON GUIDRY are:

1042 i. NITAYA16 GUIDRY.
1043 ii. JANEIL GUIDRY.
1044 iii. JOVAN GUIDRY.
1045 iv. JEDON GUIDRY.

923. **EDDIE15 LOGAN III** (EDDIE LOGAN14 JR, LUCINDA13 MITCHELL, SEDONIA12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married (1) **DIONNA**. She married (2) **LOUISE**.

Child of EDDIE LOGAN and DIONNA is:

1046 i. GIRL16 UNKNOWN.

924. **DEVONNA15 LOGAN** (EDDIE LOGAN14 JR, LUCINDA13 MITCHELL, SEDONIA12 MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married **MARK**.

Children of DEVONNA LOGAN and MARK are:

1047 i. LINDSEY16.
925. CHARLES LOGANJR (CHARLESLOGAN, LUCINDAMITCHELL, SEDONIA MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITEIII, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GIULUAME) She married UNKNOWN.

Child of CHARLES JR and UNKNOWN is:

1049  i. UNKNOWN SON.

930. QUINNETTA BRIGGS (BRENDA LOGAN, LUCINDAMITCHELL, SEDONIA MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITEIII, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GIULUAME) She married SHELDON SR.

Child of QUINNETTA BRIGGS and SHELDON SR is:

1050  i. SHELDON JR.

933. RODERICK LOGAN (CATHERINE LOGAN, PEARLINE MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITEIII, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GIULUAME) was born May 13, 1976. He married (1) UNKNOWN. He married (2) MIA WALLACE October 08, 2007 in NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Child of RODERICK LOGAN and UNKNOWN is:

1051  i. RODERICK JR. LOGAN, born 2003.

935. MARK MITCHELL (PATRICIA LEWIS, ODELIA MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITEIII, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GIULUAME) He met (1) SHANNON WILLIAMS. He met (2) DANIELLE ADAMS. He married (3) CASSIE HAYDEN.

Child of MARK MITCHELL and SHANNON WILLIAMS is:

1052  i. A'MYRII MITCHELL.

Child of MARK MITCHELL and DANIELLE ADAMS is:

1053  i. DYLAN MITCHELL.

Child of MARK MITCHELL and CASSIE HAYDEN is:

1054  i. MALCOLM DESHAWN HAYDEN.

936. ALICIA LEWIS (PATRICIA LEWIS, ODELIA MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB), ARMAND (HERMONGAR), ABRAM, HYPOLITE II, HYPOLITEIII, JOSEPH, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil), JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE), RENE, JEAN, OLIVER, GIULUAME) was born February 08, 1980. She married TIM FRAZIER.
Children of ALICIA LEWIS and TIM FRAZIER are:

1055 i. TIM FRAZIER Jr.
1056 ii. JAMES FRAZIER.
1057 iii. TIMEA FRAZIER.

937. TERRANCE15 LEWIS (PATRICIA14, ODELIA13 MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) She married ASHLEY SMITH.

Children of TERRANCE LEWIS and ASHLEY SMITH are:

1058 i. TE'MAN16 LEWIS.
1059 ii. TE'MAYE LEWIS.

938. CLAUDE JR.15 LEWIS (CLAUDE SR.14, ODELIA13 MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born September 22, 1978. He married KEISHA.

Child of CLAUDE LEWIS and KEISHA is:

1060 i. MICHAEL16 LEWIS.

939. KRISHELL15 LEWIS (ANTHONY14, ODELIA13 MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born August 27, 1977. She married JOE.

Child of KRISHELL LEWIS and JOE is:

1061 i. JERMIAH16 LEWIS, born 1998.

941. TITANTIA15 SINGLETON (ANTHONY14 LEWIS, ODELIA13 MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3, OLIVER2, GUILUAME1) was born October 29, 1982. She married (1) UNKNOWN. She married (2) RICO. She married (3) UNKNOWN.

Child of TITANTIA SINGLETON and UNKNOWN is:

1062 i. ZANPRIA16 SINGLETON, born 2000.

Child of TITANTIA SINGLETON and RICO is:

1063 i. GABRIELLE16.

Child of TITANTIA SINGLETON and UNKNOWN is:

1064 i. RASHANIQUE16.

945. ERIC15 CAIN (TYRONE14 MALLET, REATHER13, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)12, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)11, ABRAM10, HYPOLITE II9, HYPOLITE8, JOSEPH7, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)6, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)5, RENE4, JEAN3,
OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married MICHELLE SMITH.

Children of ERIC CAIN and MICHELLE SMITH are:
1065  i. IMANI¹⁶ CAIN.
1066  ii. NAJAE CAIN.

946. TASHA¹⁵ JOHNSON (TYRONE¹⁴ MALLET, REATHER¹³, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married UNKNOWN.

Child of TASHA JOHNSON and UNKNOWN is:
1067  i. TREMAINE¹⁶ JOHNSON.

953. MONDREANA¹⁵ ANDREWS (RONALD JAMES¹⁴ ALLEN, REATHER¹³ MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married MARQUES PETTIS.

Child of MONDREANA ANDREWS and MARQUES PETTIS is:
1068  i. QUIEMON¹⁶ PETTIS.

954. ESPERANDA¹⁵ ANDREWS (RONALD JAMES¹⁴ ALLEN, REATHER¹³ MALLET, FREDERICK (UNCLE BUB)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married CLARENCE NEWSOME.

Child of ESPERANDA ANDREWS and CLARENCE NEWSOME is:
1069  i. GIVANNA¹⁶ NEWSOME.

971. ERICA¹⁵ BANKS (TONY¹⁴, VERGIE LEE¹³ MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married UNKNOWN.

Child of ERICA BANKS and UNKNOWN is:
1070  i. UNKNOWN¹⁶.

972. ERIC¹⁵ BANKS (TONY¹⁴, VERGIE LEE¹³ MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) She married UNKNOWN.

Child of ERIC BANKS and UNKNOWN is:
1071  i. UNKNOWN¹⁶.

976. TERREL¹⁵ MOMON (MARVIN¹⁴ HOLMES, AUDREY¹³ MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹,
HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) He married TASHA CRAFT.

Children of TERREL MOMON and TASHA CRAFT are:

1072 i. KIARAH MOMON.
1073 ii. TERREL JR. MOMON.
1074 iii. TREVON MOMON.

877. L’MARLYN¹⁵ LEMONS (MARVIN¹⁴ HOLMES, AUDREY¹³ MALLET, SAMUEL(SAM)¹², ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born April 15, 1981.

Child of L’MARLYN LEMONS is:

1075 i. SAMAYAH LEMONS.

991. LATONYA DENISE¹⁵ COMEAUX (SANDRA D.¹⁴, DOREATHA¹³ CHARLES, HILDA (AUNT WILL)¹² MALLET, ARMAND (HERMONGAR)¹¹, ABRAM¹⁰, HYPOLITE II⁹, HYPOLITE⁸, JOSEPH⁷, JEAN BAPTISTE(fil)⁶, JEAN BAPTISTE(PERE)⁵, RENE⁴, JEAN³, OLIVER², GUILUAME¹) was born April 15, 1981.

Children of LATONYA DENISE COMEAUX are:

1076 i. JUSTIN DAYLEON¹⁶ COMEAUX.
1077 ii. JERRARD DEMOND COMEAUX.